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Abstract
In the process of rapid expansion, many cities have turned their backs on the rivers that
helped form and nurture them. Due to the perceived low cost of their existing
infrastructure, many rivers have become open or enclosed sewerage and drainage
channels. In the past few decades, better scientific understanding and improved
management practices have spurred a global river restoration and conservation movement.
This thesis studies the paradigm shift from controlling urban streams as landscape
features and liabilities to managing whole watersheds as ecosystems and assets. It
examines examples of successful river restoration and conservation projects, and uses the
lessons learned from these examples to suggest improvements to the management of the
Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam.
The Ho Chi Minh City River Environmental Sanitation project of the late 1990s in the
Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe Basin was the first of its kind in Ho Chi Minh City. The project
has been hailed as a successful urban regeneration project which exemplifies good
practice. This thesis analyses the merits and missed opportunities of these projects and
suggests ways to incorporate other ecological and cultural functions into the Nhieu Loc -
Thi Nghe River, drawing on lessons from successful river restorations in the United
States and South Korea.
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Introduction
Throughout history, cities have been built on and around natural features such as rivers,
lakes and accessible coastline. Rivers have been essential for transportation and water
supply, in effect nurturing small settlements as they grow into large urban centers.
However, urbanization often has negative impacts on rivers and streams. One such
impact is flooding. Traditionally, cities have attempted to mitigate flooding through
structural measures. Once such measures are in place, further development often takes
place, exacerbating the flood risk and leading to more damage. The prohibitive cost of
maintaining these systems, in addition to new understanding of natural processes, cues a
paradigm shift from flood 'control' to watershed 'management'. Cities, realizing the
interconnectedness of streams and the people who depend on them, have therefore moved
away from a perspective which seeks to control an element (flood) in a natural feature
(stream), towards managing and accommodating an integral eco-system (watershed).
This shift has initially occurred in developed economies such as Germany, the
Netherlands, Britain, the United States, and Canada. However, in some developing
countries such as Vietnam, treatment of rivers and streams still lags behind. Indeed, most
of the water management techniques recently deployed in Ho Chi Minh City (HCMC) are
very technocratic, and rely on structural measures. Some of the reasons for the
persistence of the older paradigm in countries like Vietnam are: financial limitations, the
lag of technological transfer processes, a top-down approach to planning, a lack of
collaboration and communication between government agencies, and development
pressures.
Current water management projects in HCMC adopt outdated, narrow technical
responses to problems such as flooding or water pollution. Streams are being channelized
for flood control, sanitation and urban upgrading purposes. These projects improve
streams from their previous black, odorous, polluted and slum-lined condition to cleaner,
wider channels. However, the streams are simplified into drainage channels, and
sometimes transportation routes. They are stripped of their natural and cultural functions.
The Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe (NLTN) River is a clear example of this transformation. In
the early 1990s, HCMC embarked on a beautification project that rid the river of slums,
modified its width, stabilized its banks and created traffic access along both banks. Later,
a loan from the World Bank helped the city finance the first Environmental Sanitation
project in the river basin to alleviate flooding and improve water quality. While these
projects deserve praise for improving the appearance and some of the functions of the
river, it remains questionable whether the river is fulfilling all its functions, especially
ecological ones, to its full potential. In addition, concerns about a new proposal for an
elevated highway above the river course call for an analysis of the current practice of
urban river management in HCMC, and possibly also a redesign and a new vision for the
river.
In the context of exploring the potential contribution of the NLTN River in improving the
quality of life in HCMC, this thesis sets out to meet the following objectives:
* Investigate the reasons for the paradigm shift in river management in general and
the currently increasing appreciation for urban rivers in particular;
* Establish from case studies the conditions for success and the characteristics of
urban river restoration and preservation projects which gain public approval, and
* Apply lessons from successful practices in case studies to the management and
design for the NLTN River, especially when facing threats of irreversible damage
such as the construction of an elevated highway above its course.
The thesis is structured into six chapters. Chapter 1 introduces some background
knowledge about the impacts of urbanization on urban streams. Chapter 2 reviews the
theories that contribute to the paradigm shift in water management, and the contemporary
practices of urban stream restoration and watershed management. Chapter 3 examines
three brief case studies of urban stream restoration using daylighting. Chapter 4 examines
in detail the demise and possible revival of Los Angeles River. This particular case
illuminates the reasons for the public's lack of appreciation for the river in the past and
explores the reasons for the change in approach, and the resultant improvement in the
river's treatment, in the present. Chapter 5 presents the NLTN River case from its
degradation to the recent urban sanitation and upgrading project, and the proposed
elevated highway above its course. In chapter 6, I analyze the contributions and missed
opportunities of the recent and proposed projects to the river. I also envision a possible
future of the river, and the ways to achieve that future.

Chapter 1
The Impacts of Urbanization on Rivers and Streams
Urbanization has historically occurred near rivers because they provide a source of water,
rich soil for agriculture, routes for transportation, power for industries, and most
problematically, conveyances for waste. Urbanization has direct and indirect impacts on
the physical form and structure of streams, the way water flows, water quality, and the
vegetation and wildlife inhabiting the banks. These impacts are summarized in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Typical i pacts of urbanization on streams
Area of Impacts Direct Impacts Indirect Impacts
Hydrological and m T area with impervious surface * T stormwater runoff
hydraulic * Creates channel encroachments * T frequency and magnitude of peak
patterns * Constricts flow where bridges and flow
culverts are installed * 4 duration of event
* 4 flood storage
* 4 recharging of shallow and
medium-depth aquifers that sustain
base and low flows
Geomorphology * Simplified channel forms through m Enlargement of the channel through
straightening, lining, or placement in incision and widening process
culverts * Alteration of the channel substrate
T sediment yield during
development
Water quality T* pollutant loading following * T contaminant load
development * T contaminant concentration
* altered pH
* T temperature
* I oxygen concentrations
Habitat * 4 riparian corridor width through * 4 stream system function
floodplain encroachments a 4 riparian corridor function
* Displacement of native riparian * 4 native wildlife species
plant communities by invasive non- * 4 connection between the stream
natives channel and associated floodplain
and wetland systems
Source: adapted and modified from MacBroom (1998), SUSE (2003) and Fischenich (2001)
Note: T = increased I = decreased
An important cause and indicator for the degree of damage to urban streams is the
percentage of area in the watershed covered by materials that prevent water from
permeating. Increased impervious surface is a direct impact of urbanization and leads to
many indirect impacts on the hydrological and hydraulic patterns of streams. These
indirect impacts in turn lead to other effects on the geomorphology of streams, water
quality and the habitats that depend on those streams. These issues are considered in the
following section.
Impervious Surfaces
Impervious surfaces (e.g. asphalt, concrete, highly compacted soils, and other materials
often used for roads, pavements, parking lots, etc) are hard surfaces that prevent water
from going through. Urban development results in larger areas of impervious surface
being established in a watershed. This also generates runoff, resulting in changes to the
water cycle, impacts on riparian areas, increased water pollution and eventually,
decreased water quality. As little as 10% impervious cover has been linked to stream
impacts (Schueler & Metropolitan Washington Council of Governments. 1995).
Increased runoff leads to an increased amount of water in streams, the reduction of
groundwater, and further erosion in the stream beds due to high velocity of water flow
(D'Ambrosio et al. 2004). Impervious surface is used as an indicator for the level of
impact on watersheds.
Streams can be classified into four classes (Schueler 2000):
* Sensitive stream: subwatershed that has less than 10% impervious cover and high
habitat and water-quality rating;
* Impacted stream: subwatershed that has from 10% to 25% impervious cover with
fair to good biodiversity and water quality;
* Non-supporting stream: subwatershed that has greater than 25% impervious cover
with poor or no biodiversity and poor water quality. A non-supporting stream is
rarely a candidate for stream restoration;
* Restorable stream: subwatershed that is classified as either an impacted or non-
supporting stream but has high retrofit or stream restoration potential.
Increased runoff resulting from impervious surfaces (in addition to encroachment on
floodplains and stream channels) causes increases in the frequency and magnitude of
flood events. In the early 2 0 th century in the United States, the Corps of Engineering built
many dams and channelized streams for various water-control purposes. Recently, the
Corps explicitly recognized the need to remedy the environmental effects of its early
engineering methods. This reflects an increasing appreciation of natural structures and
their functions ecologically, socially and economically (Fischenich 2001). From the
Corps' point of view, damage caused by traditional engineering methods is recognized as
part of the urbanization process (Fischenich 2001).
Responses to flood hazards in the United States
Flooding is the most common global hazard which also results in the greatest damage in
terms of human lives and property. Yet it has benefits, such as aquifer recharge and
agricultural silt deposition, which makes assessments of flood hazard especially difficult
(Smith & Tobin 1979).
Because controlling the atmospheric processes which cause most floods is not possible,
people have tried to adjust to the hazard by either controlling the carriers of flood (rivers
and streams) or their own behaviors (adapted from Smith and Tobin, 1979). The
traditional response, the large-scale modifications of rivers and streams which have often
already been modified for other economic uses, is probably the most common cause of
watershed degradation.
Smith and Tobin (1979) organized flood control into two main categories: structural
adjustments and non-structural adjustments. In the 1930s in the US, flood control relied
mainly on structural measures to alter the frequency and magnitude of flood events. If a
flood of greater magnitude than the structure the system was designed for took place,
flooding would result from either overtopping or complete structural failure. Non-
structural measures were less well-known, but have become more popular over time,
largely due to their relatively modest costs compared to large-scale structural schemes, as
well as experience with failures in structural schemes.
Structural measures fall into three main types: engineering schemes, abatement policies
and flood proofing schemes. Engineering schemes include constructed works of different
scales such as embankments and levees, channel enlargements, flood relief channels,
intercepting or cut-off channels, flood storage reservoirs, and washland. Abatement
policies manage land-use upstream to reduce flood peaks downstream. Flood proofing
schemes consist of structural solutions to protect individual buildings on the floodplain.
All structural measures deal with the physical forces of flooding, whether or not they
involve modification of the stream itself.
In contrast to structural measures, non-structural measures are largely behavioral,
stressing human adaptation to the environment. Structural measures are mostly
permanent corrective measures, whereas non-structural measures range from temporary
corrections to compensations and preventions (Smith & Tobin 1979). Smiths and Tobin
(1979) list five non-structural schemes historically used in the United States: loss-bearing,
public relief funds, flood insurance, floodplain zoning, weather forecasting and warning
schemes, and weather modification. Loss-bearing could be economically acceptable, and
reflect real cost of loss to owners. Because public relief funds reduce losses for owners by
shifting the costs to others, such funds can discourage initiatives to prevent future losses,
and encourage irresponsible development on floodplains. Flood insurance allows
property owners a longer period to pay for flood losses, but premiums often don't reflect
the real risk of flood. While floodplain zoning is ideal for stream preservation, it can be
impractical in already built-up urban areas. If not done right, floodplain zoning can create
a false sense of security and encourage development in areas that might be ill-suited.
Weather forecasting and warning schemes depend to a great extent on technological
accuracy and can be supplemental to all other structural and non-structural responses.
Weather modification should be viewed with reservation as such measures can have
complex consequences.
Besides physically altering the stream and therefore causing physical and ecological
disintegration of the associated ecosystems, one common disadvantage of structural
measures is the increased investment in flood-prone areas, which usually renders
previous flood control work insufficient. In addition, all these responses have the short-
coming of being rather myopic solutions. Such approaches erroneously attempt to solve
the flood problem in isolation, and therefore fail to address other water-related issues
such as conservation, pollution, the urban heat islands effect and the need to protect the
local ecosystem.
The United States has deployed all of the above schemes, emphasizing different
approaches at different times. During the first half of the 20 th century, structural
responses were most popular because of their technical appeal in the Progressive Era.
Since the mid-1950s, the cost of these projects and the potential for damage have both
risen. As the level of protection fell behind the potential for flood damage, calls grew for
a more comprehensive approach (Wright 2000). The massive investment in structural
works during the first half of the 20th century was replaced by a period in which flood
insurance was favored during the 60s and 70s, and finally by an equally large public
relief and recovery fund in the 1990s (Wright 2000).
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Figure 1.1. Floodplain dynamics
Source: Spirn (1984)
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Figure 1.2. Urban river alternatives
Source: MacBroom (1998)
Conclusion
In the past, natural resources were considered unlimited. During periods of rapid
urbanization, effort was concentrated on development without consideration for or a clear
understanding of the long-term damage being done to the natural landscape. Progress was
measured in terms of human domination over natural phenomena, as can be seen in the
20th-century preference for structural solutions to flood control. However, urbanization,
while it can greatly disturb a natural landscape, cannot eradicate all of its elements.
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Quality of urban life can be improved by recognizing this in land-use practices (Platt
2006).
At the present time, the impacts of urbanization on urban streams are well studied and
understood. Early techniques used to protect development proved futile in the long run
due to maintenance costs and irreversible ecological damage. River management
practices are now shifting from controlling streams to managing a whole watershed. The
following chapter reviews the ideas that contribute to this shift and looks at the
contemporary practices of urban stream restoration and protection.

Chapter 2
Contemporary literature and practices
The previous chapter examines the impacts of urbanization on rivers and streams and
reviewed conventional responses to flood hazards. Structural responses were widely used
by the Corps of Engineers prior to the 1960s. However, findings in the 1960s suggested
that these traditional responses aggravated the situation by causing more flood losses, not
only because of changed hydrology but also because they funneled development into
flood-prone areas (White 1975). Moreover, traditional responses usually reacted to
isolated natural phenomenon such as flooding instead of putting in place comprehensive
strategies for natural processes such as the water cycle. Recently, 'flood control' has been
incorporated into other aspects of the hydrological and biological processes to become
'watershed management'. This chapter examines the ideas that contribute to this shift and
looks at the contemporary practices in urban stream restoration and management. It also
reviews Adaptive Management, which was developed largely in the field of landscape
ecology as a theory of scientific and systematic learning in management. It has been
widely used in resources and watershed management.
Literature review
The following four professions in the natural sciences, social sciences, and design and
planning have the most influence in changing the direction of flood control and
watershed management:
* Landscape ecologists have made breakthroughs in scientific knowledge of
ecological systems;
* Ecological economists have helped evaluate natural services to justify the
protection and utilization of these services;
* Landscape architects have synthesized and put this knowledge into design and
planning practice, and
* Ecological modernists have helped stir the discourse about the relationship
between civil society and nature in the public domain.
The fields of landscape ecology and landscape architecture have contributed
tremendously to the shift in the perception of nature by practitioners.
Landscape ecology
Landscape ecology is a relatively new, trans-disciplinary field that has its roots in
European regional geography and vegetation science. Its findings have been frequently
incorporated into land-use planning, decision making and study design in wetland
delineation and hydrology. It is defined as an "ecologically oriented branch of landscape
research" focusing on the "analysis and synthetic treatment of the complex interactions
between abiotic and biotic features of the landscape complex" (Bastian & Steinhardt
2002: 482). Naveh (2002) suggests calling contemporary landscape ecology a "crisis-
solving oriented science" (p. xxiii) due to the nature of its challenge to "overcome the
present, severe ecological crisis by ensuring the future of healthy, attractive and
productive landscapes, in which both natural and human life can flourish" (p. xxii).
Turner (1989) lists four areas of consideration in landscape ecology:
* How spatial variances develop and function;
* How different landscapes interact and interchange;
* How spatial variances influence biotic and abiotic processes, and
* How spatial variances could be managed.
Just as 'nature' is not a simple concept but one that humans define and shape historically
and culturally, we also construct the concept of landscape materially and mentally.
Landscape ecologists have been dealing successfully with the material part of the
equation, and are trying to incorporate the mental construct into the management aspect
of landscape, which was traditionally handled by landscape architects.
An important sub-discipline of landscape ecology that pertains to nature conservation is
'urban ecology'. Historically, in North America, urban ecology has been restricted to
urban sociology (the relationship between city and society). Nature in the city was
considered 'urban wildlife'. Nowadays, urban ecology is viewed as the application of
landscape ecology in cities, dealing with urban ecosystem which consist of self-
regulating but exclusively human driven biotic and abiotic elements (Breuste 2002).
Thinking 'process', 'system', 'change' and 'recovery' are probably among the most
significant contributions of landscape ecology to the paradigm change in urban water
management. Holling's paper "The Resilience of Terrestrial Ecosystems: Local Surprise
and Global Change" discusses in detail the dynamic of ecosystems, succession, stability
and resilience. He also introduces in this important paper the 'Lazy-8' diagram (Figure
2.1) of relationships between ecosystem functions and the amount of stored capital and
degree of connectedness (Holling 1986). Landscape ecology also establishes several
other important concepts including scale and hierarchy, patch and mosaics, and boundary
and edge.
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Figure 2.1: The "Lazy-8" diagram
Source: Holling (1986)
The four ecosystem functions and their relationship to the amount
stored capital the degree of connectedness. The arrowheads show an
ecosystem cycle. The interval between arrowheads indicates speed.
These concepts are the background knowledge for the development of 'adaptive
management', which, when coupled with the 'natural flow paradigm', constitutes
powerful tools for improving river governance (Postel & Richter 2003). Adaptive
management allows for some uncertainty in dealing with natural systems while the
natural flow paradigm relaxes the control of flows and gives room for natural variation.
Landscape Architecture
According to Robert Wheelwright, the main objective of Landscape Architecture is to
coordinate the works of man with preexistent nature (Wheelwright, R. (1924) as cited in
PennDesign 2008). Landscape architecture synthesizes the body of knowledge from
various scientific disciplines in design and planning and advocates a more holistic view
of urban nature.
Tracing back to the Romans, landscape design is an old profession which garnered little
recognition until the 18 th century. As a modern profession with a focus on urban planning,
landscape architecture can arguably be said to have started with Frederick Law Olmsted
through a series of important public parks including New York's Central Park and
Boston's Emerald Necklace. Olmsted's central concerns were also to do with health,
safety and welfare. The Emerald Necklace is a manifestation of his superior
understanding of the natural processes of water, plants and animals, and how to use them
- not only for practical purposes such as flood storage, but also the creation of a natural
park for the enjoyment and psychological health of Boston's residents.
Many of the principles of landscape ecology are adapted and used widely by landscape
architects. Besides concerns about the functions and mechanisms of natural processes,
landscape architecture concerns itself greatly with the meanings of landscape - either
natural or built - and its cultural significance. The main literature includes Ian McHarg's
'Design with Nature' (1969), William H. Whyte's 'The Last Landscape' (1968) and
Anne W. Spirn's 'The Granite Garden' (1984) (Platt 2006). In 'Design with Nature',
McHarg establishes the concept of ecological planning by calling on land use planners
and landscape architects to incorporate physical and ecological site characteristics into
development plans. Whyte's 'The Last Landscape' discusses the issue of land
conservation and the development of remaining greenfields within metropolitan areas.
Spirn's 'The Granite Garden' challenges the concept of cities as anti-nature by asserting
and proving that the wilderness and cities share the same natural processes: air, water,
geology, vegetation, and animals. Together, these books not only helped change the
practice of landscape architecture but also contributed to the education of the general
public.
Landscape architecture can employ many of the principles of landscape ecology into
water related design. Below are some examples from Dramstad, 1996.
I
Figure 2.2. Figure 2.3. Figure 2.4. Figure 2.5. Examples of landscape ecology principles for stream
corridors
Source: Dramstad et al.(1996)
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Administrative and natural ecological boundary
Figure 2.6 Examples of landscape ecology principles for edges
Source: Dramstad et al.(1996)
Loops and alternatives: increase efficiency of movement
Figure 2.7 Examples of landscape ecology principles for network
Source: Dramstad et al.(1996)
Suburbanization, exotics and protected areas
Figure 2.8 Examples of landscape ecology principles for buffer
Source: Dramstad et al.(1996)
Ecological Economics
In 1998, Ann Riley wrote in her book Restoring Streams in Cities: A Guide for Planners,
Policy Makers, and Citizens: "There is a modest body of literature developing that
assigns monetary values to recreational, aesthetic, wildlife and riparian, and community
uses of streams. You may need to rely on some of this literature to help convince political
bodies of the importance of the environmental values of streams and rivers and their
fisheries" (p. 5).
Over a short period of time, this modest body of literature has grown significantly and
covered much more than assigning monetary values to the benefits of nature. This body
of literature is the field of ecological economics.
As the name suggests, ecological economics is a "transdisciplinary field of study which
examines the interaction between economics and ecological systems from a number of
related viewpoints" (Edwards-Jones et al. 2000). It is concerned with three analytical
strands: the economic system, the ecological system and the social system. It emphasizes
the relationship between these systems in different hierarchies and scales from local to
global (Edwards-Jones et al. 2000).
Ecological economists are critical of the assumptions and approaches of traditional
environmental and resource economics. They contribute to the valuation of natural
services in relation to returns on technological investments and long-term resource
planning by constructing a new concept of 'natural capital'. Farber (et al ) argues that the
"concept of ecosystem service value can be a useful guide when distinguishing and
measuring where trade-offs between society and the rest of nature are possible and where
they can be made to enhance human welfare in a sustainable manner". The establishment
of an indirect way, vis-a-vis market trading of evaluating ecological services, is
especially helpful because these are not private properties.
When there is no market mechanism to value ecological service, six techniques are used
to calculate the shadow value (Farber et al. 2002):
* Avoided Cost: services allow society to avoid costs that would have been incurred
in the absence of those services;
* Replacement Cost: services could be replaced with man-made system;
* Factor Income: service provide for the enhancement of incomes;
* Travel Cost: service demand may require travel, whose costs can reflect the
implied value of the service;
* Hedonic Pricing: service demand may be reflected in the prices people will pay
for associated goods, and
* Contingent Valuation: service demand may be elicited by posing hypothetical
scenarios that involve some valuation of alternatives.
Techniques valuation is still being developed so that it could help not only individuals but
also groups and whole communities make better and more sustainable decisions (Farber
et al. 2002). These valuation techniques still need further development to reflect a more
accurate value of ecosystem services, especially if they are to reflect all the variables
associated with the use of natural resources, risk, and projections of technological
solutions.
New York City's use of the Catskills/ Delaware watershed for water filtration is a well-
known example of ecological savings. The city claims to have saved itself $6 billion
dollars for construction of a new filtration facility and the associated $300 million per
year for operating costs as filtration of public surface water supplies was mandated by the
1989 Federal Safe Drinking Water Act's and Surface Water Treatment Rule. Although
there will be cost associated with maintaining and managing the watershed and quality of
water, estimated at $1 to $1.5 billion in ten years (World Wildlife Fund 2003), extensive
watershed protection measures were actually a more desirable alternative for both urban
and rural New York (Mertz 2007). In this case, the ecological services that the Catskill
watershed provided could be valued using the replacement cost of land preservation,
maintenance, and management of the watershed with costs of constructing a new
filtration facility and the associated operating costs. A comparison can be made between
end-of-pipe treatment and maintaining a pure water supply while helping revitalize the
regional economy (from the collaboration between New York City and the Catskill
watershed region). This is a simplistic and partial view of the situation, but it is helpful as
a demonstration of another way to evaluate alternatives to traditional engineering
solutions.
Do and Bennett conducted the first study to estimate wetland biodiversity values in Tram
Chim National Park in the Mekong River Delta, Vietnam (Do & Bennett 2007). By
evaluating trade-offs between environmental protection and development, they found that
the aggregated values for wetland conservation price totalled USD $3.9 million,
justifying the implementation of the conservation program with a proposed cost of USD
$3.4 million. They also found that people's willingness to pay increased with their age,
education level, income, and distance from the park. They expected the value of wetland
biodiversity to go up as development progressed. This study exemplifies the usefulness of
non-market values of ecological services in decision making regarding nature
conservation and economic development in a Vietnamese context.
Ecological Modernization
Ecological modernization is a relatively new body of thought which, still only about two
decades old, is still receiving its share of both praise and censure. Eco-modernizers are
concerned about technological advancements, environmental policy, and governance in
the democratic context of the postindustrial society (Desfor & Keil 2004). Contrary to the
established bodies of social thought which alienate technological development and
economic growth from environmental preservation, ecological modernization introduces
optimism to the picture, arguing that further advancement of technology and
industrialization are the best solution to environmental problems. The theory describes
environmental improvements as both economically and politically feasible (Fisher &
Freudenburg 2001).
Mol & Sonnenfeld (2000) divide the development of the theory into three stages:
* Heavy emphasis on technological innovations, favorable of the market role in
environmental reform while being critical of the bureaucratic state;
* A more balanced view on the role of state and market in ecological transformation,
and more attention to institutional and cultural dynamics, and
* The inclusion of studies of ecological transformation and consumption and
ecological modernization in non-traditional geographical territories.
Ecological modernization theory emphasizes the roles of social and institutional
transformations in the process of ecological modernization. Mol & Sonnenfeld (2000)
lists five clusters of transformations:
* Changing role of science and technology from curative to preventive socio-
technological approaches. Despite growing reservations about expert knowledge
regarding environmental problems, science and technology still have a central
role in defining and solving environmental problems;
* Increasing importance of market dynamics and economic agents in ecological
restructuring and reforming besides state agencies and social movements;
* Transformation in the role of the nation-state from top-down, national
environmental regulation to a more decentralized, consensual and flexible
governance;
* Modifications in the position, role and ideology of social movements from being
in the periphery or out of the loop to increasing involvement in public and private
decision processes;
* Changing discursive practices and emerging new ideologies from disregarding or
counter positioning environmental and economic interests to an intergenerational
unity in dealing with the livelihood of the world.
Fisher & Freudenburg (2001) postulate that many critiques of the ecological
modernization theory stem from the problem of presenting the theory in contrast with the
earlier bodies of work in a black and white fashion. They suggest that one solution to the
ecological modernization theory's crisis is for its theorists to start examining the
conditions under which ecological modernization outcomes are more or less likely.
Cohen's work in 2000 concludes that a powerful public commitment to science and a
strong environmental consciousness are among the most important cultural characteristics
shaping an individual country's abilities to embrace the components of ecological
modernization.
Desfor and Keil (2004) explained the success of the efforts to re-naturalize Los Angeles
River with the change in discursive practice. They suggest that the transformation from
the concrete straightjacket to the Chinatown Yard Park reflects the change in the
relationship between the civil society and nature.
The contribution
Landscape ecology contributes mostly in the body of scientific knowledge of how natural
systems work, how different elements and species connect and interact, and more
importantly, the theories behind disturbances, stability and resilience. Landscape
architecture bridges the theories and practices, bringing this knowledge to the design and
planning community, and applies it in physical design. Landscape architecture injects
aesthetic and cultural meanings into the ecological principles in physical design.
Restoration and conservation of urban streams cannot rely on a moral imperative alone,
but also need to make economic sense. Ecological economics put things into economic
terms, examine and explore the value of natural services and the practicality and
feasibility of applying new methods of resource management. Finally, ecological
modernization empowers the public and enables public discourse about the impacts and
benefits of technological advancement, and social justice. It counter-balances both the
technocratic way of thinking and the anti-development, anti-growth ways of thinking. It
advocates technological advancement and better living conditions in a sustainable way.
Applicability to Vietnam
The ideas from the four areas reviewed above have useful applications in Vietnam,
although some of them are not as applicable as others. Frijns, Phung and Mol find that
ecological modernization theory has limited explanatory value in understanding
environmental transformation process in Vietnam today due to major deviations from
three issues (Frijns et al. 2000):
* State-market relations: weak regulatory, monitoring and enforcing power, as well
as inexperience in negotiated policy-making and regulatory negotiations;
* Technology development: lack of incentive to encourage technological change
towards environmentally sound directions, and
* Environmental awareness: lack of widespread environmental consciousness, lack
of sufficient, reliable and public environmental data, and lack of resourceful
organizations that can push for ecological reform.
Although Frijns et al. (2000) are hopeful about opportunities for an economical
modernization process in Vietnam in the context of economic liberalization, privatization,
and governance democratization, they also acknowledge that the application of Economic
Modernization Theory will be different from the original Eurocentric version.
Although relatively new, ecological economics applications have been used in Vietnam.
Economic models have been used in various value estimation projects including forests in
Northern Vietnam (Kuchelmeister 2003) and wetland biodiversity in the Mekong River
Delta (Do & Bennett 2007). A database of the non-market ecological services value will
be advantageous in the restoration, conservation and management of natural resources in
Vietnam in the face of rapid economic development and environmental inequalities.
Finally, the transfer of knowledge about landscape ecology into the practice of landscape
architecture, environmental engineering, civil engineering and planning in Vietnam will
be particularly useful, given the scope and scale of rapid urbanization in the country. If
environmental considerations become standard practice in decision-making processes
about development, this can help Vietnam avoid irreversible impacts on the environment,
and achieve intergenerational environmental equity.
Practices
In contemporary practice, a stream is not viewed as independent or isolated, but is an
integral part of the surrounding landscape. Restoring or protecting a stream does not
involve dealing with a stream and its banks only, but also everything that is connected
with it in the watershed. Many of the practices in urban stream restoration and protection
are concerned with reducing and limiting the amount of impervious surface.
Urban stream restoration
Natural channel design
Natural channel design involves reconstructing natural stream characteristics, particularly
their morphological variability instead of a homogeneous, rigid design in order to attain a
stable condition. Associated with the Rosgen classification system (Rosgen 1994), over
the past ten years, the method has become very popular in stream restoration and widely
adopted by governmental agencies. Rosgen classifies streams using geomorphological
characteristics, initially into groups by gradient, entrenchment, width/depth ratio and
sinuosity. Then, streams are divided into smaller categories based on dominant channel
materials such as mud, sand, gravel, cobble, boulder or bedrock.
There have been many critiques of the shortfalls of this technique, both technically and
perceptually. In 1996, Miller and Critter credited the Rosgen classification as a
communication tool but said it was not useful to predict fluvial processes or as a stream
restoration methodology (Miller & Ritter 1996). Among the most recent critiques are
Kondolf, 2006 and Simon et al., 2007. Simon and Kondolf present case studies showing
that the results of restorations using natural channel design technique are not consistently
positive. Among their critiques are:
* Negligence of the actual undergoing temporal and spatial adjustments that some
streams are experiencing;
* The goal of the restoration: attaining a stable condition actually contradicts the
goal of restoring ecological function (Kondolf 2006) and may actually present a
disturbance to streams (Simon et al. 2007), and
* Emphasis on the aesthetic appeal over ecological function (Kondolf 2006) and
(Simon et al. 2007).
While Simon et al. critique the technique on its own merits, Kondolf emphasizes the
misuse of the technique due to its appeals to simplicity and aesthetic. Simon et al. suggest
considering the restoration on spatial and temporal scales, and promote a tiered approach
to restoration using both form-based classification and process-based classification.
Stream daylighting
Stream daylighting exposes some or all of the flow of a stream that was previously buried
in culverts or pipes, or covered by decks, or otherwise removed from view. Not all
daylighting projects can restore streams similar to their original course and/or original
state. This is due to a number of factors including lack of data on conditions before
disturbance and land acquisition, especially in dense urban areas. Associating with
reestablishing streams, some projects also recreate wetlands, ponds, or estuaries
(Pinkham 2000). Although advocates of channel daylighting often cite the goal of the
practice as ecological restoration, this is not usually the case for many stream daylighting
projects. A typical obstacle for stream daylighting is economic justification, especially
for projects that involve a large number of constituents. Among many advantages of
stream daylighitng, Pinkham lists several psychological benefits including civic spirits,
reconnection with nature, and a release from guilt for "setting right something we messed
up" (2000).
Thanks to its visibility, stream daylighting has become popular in the United States as
well as other countries including Switzerland, France, Japan, and South Korea. The
Cheong Gye Cheon has been frequently cited as an extremely successful example of
stream daylighitng. However, this is only true to the extent of reconstructing an image of
the natural feature. Therefore, some similar critiques of 'natural channel design' can also
be applied to some of the daylighting projects for their aesthetic and formal appeal while
down playing the role of ecological function.
A study of some daylighting projects of different scales and approaches is presented in
Chapter 5.
The tools of urban streams protection
The eight tools of watershed protection (Center for Watershed Protection. et al. 1998) can
be used for urban stream protection. The difference is probably that most urban streams
may be impacted or non-supporting streams with the degree of impervious cover higher
than 10%.
1. Land use planning
Because of the strong impact of impervious surface on the watershed, the degree and
location of future developments is of great significance. Consequently, land use planning
is probably the single most important protection tool. Land use planning techniques can
help redirect development, preserve sensitive areas, and maintain or reduce impervious
cover, therefore managing the impact to the stream. The Rapid Watershed Planning
Handbook articulates four land use planning techniques:
* Watershed based zoning: fundamental to the land use planning process, basing
future land use decisions on sub-watershed scale;
* Overlay zoning: superimposing additional regulation, restriction, criteria, etc onto
existing zoning provisions so that base zoning can remain unchanged;
* Urban growth boundary: setting up boundaries of urban, suburban, agriculture,
rural areas for a 10 or 20-year period, and
* Large lot zoning: mainly used to reduce impacts of development on receiving
water quality by zoning land at very low density to scatter impervious cover over
large areas.
2. Land conservation
This is most important in sensitive sub-watersheds where the amount of impervious
surface is low (less than 10%) and the quality of habitat and water is high. Within a
subwatershed, five types of land may need to be conserved, according to the Rapid
Watershed Planning Handbook:
* Critical habitat for plant and animal communities;
* Aquatic corridors along streams and shorelines;
* Hydrologic reserve areas that sustain a stream's hydrologic regime;
* Water hazards that pose a risk of potential pollution spills, and
* Cultural or historical areas that are important to the citizens' sense of place
The Handbook also lists seven techniques of land conservations with various degrees of
protection among others:
* Land acquisition;
* Conservation easement;
* Regulate land alteration;
* Exclusion or setback of water pollution hazards;
* Protection within the open space designs;
* Landowner stewardship, and
* Public sector stewardship.
3. Aquatic buffers
An aquatic buffer can be placed along a stream or natural wetland. Its primary purpose is
to physically protect and separate the stream or wetland from future disturbance or
encroachment from urbanization.
Benefits from aquatic buffers in urban areas include removal of pollutants in storm water
and groundwater, providing wildlife habitat and recreation. However, the capability of
aquatic buffers to remove urban storm water pollutant is often limited due to the high
velocity of runoffs on hard surfaces.
4. Better site design
Each development site can be designed to reduce the amount of impervious cover they
generate, and maximize the natural areas they conserve. Unfortunately, some innovative
techniques in site design are not allowed in places due to local zoning and/or regulations.
The Rapid Watershed Planning Handbook lists four techniques of special merit:
* Open space or cluster residential subdivisions: creating protected open space of
typically 30 - 80% of the total site, which is managed as natural area. Benefits of
this strategy include reduction of impervious cover, cost reduction from clearing
and grading, and reserved area for recreation;
* Green parking lots: downsizing parking areas to reduce impervious cover;
* Headwater streets: designing street width proportional with average daily trips,
hence street width can decrease similar to headwater streams, and
* Rooftop runoff management: redirecting runoff from rooftops over pervious
surfaces before reaching pervious surfaces to reduce runoff volume.
Some of the goals of the above strategies suggested in the Handbook can be obtained by
newer techniques such as using pervious pavement for parking lots and green roof for
rooftop runoff management.
5. Erosion and sediment control
Erosion and sediment control aims to reduce sediment loss and to ensure that protected
areas (buffers, forests etc) are not cleared or disturbed during construction. This is mostly
a policy tool that can be integrated with other tools (such as aquatic buffers, land
conservation, site design) and needs frequent inspection as well as strong enforcement to
be effective.
6. Stormwater treatment practices
Stormwater treatment practices aim to delay, capture, store, treat or infiltrate stormwater
runoff. The choice of stormwater treatment practice depends on the stormwater objectives
of a subwatershed, and the need to compensate for the hydrological changes caused by
existing and new development. Stormwater treatment practices should be incorporated
with other watershed protection tools to be effective. If improperly designed or located,
they can cause more secondary environmental impacts than by being absent.
7. Non-storm water discharges
This tool deals with wastewater and other non-stormwater discharges which can add
considerable pollutant loads to receiving water. Septic systems can be used to treat on-
site domestic wastewater. Sanitary sewers collect and send wastewater to municipal
treatment plants. Some sanitary sewers conveyance and treatment systems are not capable
of reducing a large amount of pollutant (e.g., combined sewer overflows, sanitary sewer
overflows, illegal connection to the stormwater drainage, and package treatment plants).
In addition, other non-stormwater discharges could be damaging to the quality of water
such as industrial discharges and water diversions.
8. Watershed stewardship programs
As the name indicates, the tool aims to promote public awareness, private land
stewardship and fund raising to sustain watershed management efforts. The Rapid
Watershed Planning Handbook lists six programs to promote watershed stewardship:
* Advocacy: laying the foundation for public support and greater watershed
stewardship, usually involving a grassroots watershed management organization,
or can be created and directed by local government;
* Education: creating public awareness about the watershed they live in and how to
live in it in a sustainable manner;
* Pollution prevention: training businesses how to manage their operations to
prevent pollution;
* Maintenance: maintenance is required so that other protection tools can function
properly over time;
* Indicator monitoring: to track the health of the watershed, and
* Restoration: restoring or rehabilitating streams that have been degraded by past
development.
Schueler (2000) examines the economics of each of the watershed protection tools on
four key stakeholders: developers or builders, adjacent property owners, community and
local government. The findings are summarized in Table 2.1.
According to Schueler's findings, if all these tools are put to use, local government would
be worse off financially, but the impacts on developers, property owners and community
are more or less positive. This probably explains why these practices are not preferred in
locations where local governments have a major role in watershed planning and where
communities play a lesser role or have no role in the input of planning.
Table 2.1: Balance sheet for watershed protection
Watershed Developers/ Adjacent property Community Local government
protection builders owners
tools
1. Land use (-) higher land (+) property value (+) business (-) staff and
planning costs attraction budget resources
(-) location (+) protection (+) reduced
constraints from adverse uses "clean up"
2. Land (+) natural area (+) property value (+) habitat (-) staff resources
conservation premium (+) fisheries (+) reduced
(-) permitting "clean up" costs
costs (+) lower cost of
(-) location services
constraints
3. Aquatic (+) buffer (+) property value (+) reduced flood (-) staff resources
buffers premium risks (+) fewer
(-) location (+) wildlife drainage
constraints (+) greenway complaints
(+) trails
4. Better site (+) lower (+) property value (+) recreation (+) lower cost of
design construction costs (-) higher (+) green space services
(+) marketability Homeowner (+) natural area
(+) no lost lots Association Fees preservation
(-) reduced (+) better sense of
parking place
(+) pedestrian
friendly
5. Erosion (-) higher costs (+) trees saved (+) water quality (-) staff resources
and sediment (+) saving in increase value (+) tree (+) reduced
control cleaning and (+) no off-site conservation complaints from
grading sediment downstreamers
Watershed Developers/ Adjacent property Community Local government
protection builders owners
tools
6. Storm- (-) higher costs (-) maintenance (+) protection of (-) staff resources
water (+) pond/ wetland (+) waterfront water supply (+) reduced
treatment premium effect (if done (+) stream waterbody
practices right) protection programs/
problems
7. Non- (-) higher design (-) clean out costs (+) protection of (-) staff resources
stormwater and engineering water supply
treatment costs
practices
8. Watershed No impact (-) annual fee for (-) annual fee (-) staff resources
stewardship utility (+) involvement
programs (+) continued in watershed
healthy services
environment
Economic MIXED POSITIVE POSITIVE NEGATIVE
trend
Source: adapted and modified from Schueler 2000 (Schueler 2000)
Adaptive Management
Originating mainly from the field of resources management, adaptive management
especially addresses uncertainty by implementing policies as experiments and
emphasizing learning (Lee 1999). Unlike the 'informed trial-and-error' management
mode in which a risk-averse 'best guess' solution is generated based on available
information and then modified based on new available information, adaptive
management first identifies uncertainties and then develops and tests hypotheses
concerning those uncertainties. Thus, while traditional management methods rely heavily
on existing knowledge, adaptive management emphasizes learning (Resilience Alliance
2008).
Adaptive management has gained more significance recently and is becoming a
mainstream strategy for resource management. The Corps of Engineers has adopted
adaptive management as its standard practice. Congress requested specifically that
adaptive management be used for the Everglades restoration in Florida.
Goals of adaptive management (NRC2004):
* Avoid postponing action until there is 'enough' knowledge about a managed
ecosystem;
* Support action despite the limitations of scientific knowledge and the
complexities and stochastic behavior of a large ecosystem;
* Enhance scientific knowledge and thereby reduce uncertainties;
* Create policies that help involved parties to respond to, and even take advantage
of, unanticipated events;
* Consider a rage of possible outcomes when facing with uncertainties, and
* Increase the ability to fashion timely responses to new information and in a
setting of varied stakeholder objectives and preferences.
Commonly recognized elements of adaptive management (NRC2004):
* Management objectives that are regularly revisited and revised accordingly;
* A model or models of the system being managed;
* A range of management options;
* Monitoring and evaluating outcomes of management actions;
* Mechanisms for incorporating learning into future decisions, and
* A collaborative structure for stakeholder participation and learning.
Adaptive management offers a sound framework for integrating water resources
managements and provides the potential to respond in a timely way to changing
conditions, social objectives and new knowledge. This approach could therefore help
avoid costly or irreparable mistakes and unintended consequences (NRC2004).
Conclusion
The fields of landscape ecology, landscape architecture, ecological economics and
ecological modernization have all contributed significantly to the rise of the
contemporary practice of river management. Contemporary practices of river restoration
and management reflect clearly the newly acquired knowledge and advocacy from the
reviewed fields. Restoration and management projects are often performed by landscape
architects applying knowledge from landscape ecology, justified by using methods
developed by ecological economists and made politically possible by the negotiation
between the public and the government as advocated by ecological modernizers.
Although the general ideas from these fields, initiated in developed countries, need to be
modified to be compatible with the Vietnamese context, it is important for practitioners
and policy makers in Vietnam to be aware of their potential application in Vietnam.
Typical practices of river restoration and management also need to be modified to match
climatic conditions, river typologies, financial capability, cultural practices, the existing
built environment and policies in Vietnam.

Chapter 3
Case studies: Restorations using daylighting
Introduction
These short case studies examine the restoration of natural streams that have become
polluted sewers or drainage systems at some point in time, have then been buried, and
eventually restored using daylighting practice as introduced in the previous chapter.
These streams may or may not have transportation capacity. Most of these streams were
put underground because of their flood damage and pollution. When development on the
floodplain polluted waterways, the easy solution was not to respect the characteristics and
behaviors of the streams, but to eradicate them.
However, burying waterways is only a localized solution. Because a waterway has a
watershed and a flood plain, simply getting it out of sight doesn't mean getting rid of its
associated phenomena. Mill Creek in Philadelphia (WPLP 1996) provides an example of
the damage caused to property when a stream's natural process is hidden in this way.
Once the visual cue of the creek was gone, people became disconnected from the natural
landscape and were oblivious to the floodplain. Development in this area had disastrous
consequences.
Many of urban-stream restoration projects claim that one of their main purposes is to
restore the natural ecological system of the waterway. However, whether or not they have
achieved what they claim remains an open debate in many cases. The question here is
whether these projects actually restore a natural process or are about designing a cultural
landscape based on a natural feature (the stream).
The three case studies examined in this chapter represent three different scales,
approaches and yield different results:
* Strawberry Creek, University of California, City of Berkeley - small scale:
Uncovering of the section of the creek that was buried 20ft underground,
appropriation of properties to restore partially the original habitat.
* River des Peres, Forest Park, St. Louis - medium scale:
Construction of a new waterway inside of Forest Park following approximately
the original course of the river that is still underground. Water is supplied from
city water sources.
* Cheong Gye Cheon, Seoul, Korea - large scale:
Demolition of the highway that covered the waterway and reconstruction of the
waterway following approximately the original course. Water is supplied from
various sources but is not original. Other purposes of the project include restoring
some historical bridges and creating new urban civic place.
The cases
Strawberry Creek Park, City of Berkeley
History
Strawberry Creek was culverted starting as early as 1890 and completely culverted
downtown by 1930. Culverting has historically been used to address flooding concerns
and 'reclaim' land for subsequent building and roads. With this approach, creeks become
part of the man-made infrastructure and are maintained as storm drains, thereby losing
many of their inherent benefits, such as wildlife habitat. Over time, maintenance and
potential 'failures' of the culverts/storm drains become an ongoing issue and cost, and
remain so indefinitely given the nature of water (Wolfe Mason Associates & City of
Berkeley Council 1998).
In 1982, Douglas Wolfe promoted a park project with a plan to daylight Strawberry
Creek as its centerpiece. City officials were not excited, but the citizens rallied behind it.
The Berkeley Parks Commission eventually voted unanimously in favor of it.
Principles of restoration
The Strawberry Creek project has a very process-oriented statement of restoration goals,
in which restoration is not simply having water run through channels above ground.
Hydrologists and fluvial geomorphologists have specific criteria for what constitutes a
'restored' stream, including:
* The stream has a floodplain;
* Its channel is in dynamic equilibrium between the forces of erosion and
sedimentation;
* The degree of stream curvature, or sinuosity, is appropriate to the width of the
creek, the slope of the land and the stream bed material, and
* The stream supports aquatic and terrestrial life. Usually appropriate vegetation,
particularly native shrubs and trees, are present to create a habitat to support this
life and maintain both the channel form and shape (Wolfe Mason Associates &
City of Berkeley Council 1998).
Only when a stream provides these hydrologic and biologic functions should it be
considered 'restored'. This is not to say that a channel which moves water in other ways
is not valuable, but that such channels cannot be called restored streams. The above
criteria make the restoration of Strawberry Creek distinct from the two other projects,
which focus more on the waterway features. To meet the restoration goal, the project uses
the following strategies:
* Plant native vegetation, protect existing trees;
* Reuse onsite concrete for bank stabilization;
* Install pedestrian bridge, tennis courts, playground and lawn; and
* Test using behavior mapping (Smith 2007).
Figure 3.1. Location of daylighting project in Strawberry Creek Watershed
Source: http://strawbenycreek.berkeley.edu
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Current state
Today, long reaches of the creek upstream of downtown, including the two forks
traveling through the University of California Berkeley campus, are in an open channel.
The project restored about two hundred feet in a four-acre park. The Strawberry Creek
restoration has been drawing large numbers of people (many of whom are urban
dwellers) to see, hear, smell and feel flowing water and to enjoy the birds and aquatic
creatures. The project also transformed the characteristics of the once run-down
neighborhood where it resides.
The creek has survived many major storms, and has a very good safety record. Because
of its success, the project inspired numerous other projects in Berkeley (Pinkham 2000).
Figure 3.2. A portion of the daylighted Strawberry Creek after construction
Source: www.krisweb.com
River des Peres, Forest Park, St. Louis
History
In 1876, Forest Park was opened to the public. It was mostly virgin forest. River des
Peres flowed through lush forest and bottomlands, and was an important park attraction.
It fed a number of unconnected artificial lakes via a system of underground pipes and
pumps.
In the 1890s the river flooded twice, causing a lot of damage. Then, the sewer line lagged
behind city expansion and the river became an open sewer. In 1901, Forest Park was
selected as the site for the 1904 World's Fair. The river was viewed as a big problem due
to flooding, odors, and its degraded appearance. The river course was therefore shortened
and routed through wooden culvert. In 1915, it flooded again, leading to a proposal to
realign and permanently bury the 18-mile section of the creek inside the city limit. In
1'930, River des Peres flowed underground in 32 foot diameter pipe routed along the
north boundary of the city, and in 24 foot diameter pipe down its eastern side.
In 1995, a 67-member committee representing the city and residents proposed the
construction of a new artificial waterway. Incorporated in an overall effort to restore
Forest Park, the restoration of River des Peres owes a large part of its success to the Flora
Conservancy of Forest Park, a nonprofit organization founded in 1999 to mobilize
volunteers to work with park authorities in implementing the master plan for the park
(Hazelrig 2004).
r igure 3.a. nurying me river in pipes
Source: Hazelrig (2004)
Principles of restoration
According to the submitted master plan, the 'restored' river would mimic the old river:
watercourse, cascades and connection between lakes. Because River des Peres had been
buried underground so long it could not be restored to its pre-disturbed condition. City
water would be used to supply the artificial river, the lakes and wetland that it connected,
and a skating ring. A part of this water supply would then be recycled back to the stream.
The as-built water supply is about half of the initial estimated amount. With rainfall
sensors, the amount of water supply can hopefully be further reduced.
Current state
The river is a cherished feature of Forest Park, St. Louis, and is well recognized for its
recreational values.
Figure 3.4. The 'restored' river in Forest Park
Source: Hazelrig (2004)
Cheong Gye Cheon, Seoul, Korea
History
The Cheong Gye Cheon River, which runs through the center of Seoul from east to west,
has an urban history going back some 600 years. The river's persistent flooding at times
of heavy rain and pollution due to lack of flow at other times generated talk of covering
the river even before the 15 th century. In 1760, 200,000 people were mobilized to widen
the stream and build stone embankments along both banks, and the waterways were
straightened as they appear today.
During the Japanese colonial period, slums began to gather along the banks. The river
became a breeding ground for disease and crime. It continued to flood, and was used as a
sewage system. Some dredging of the river began in the early 20th century.
The Cheonggye Elevated Highway, which was designed to connect the city and its
outerlying areas, was constructed over the river from 1958 to 1976. The elevated
highway route was chosen due to the lack of development along the stream corridor. In
the late 1990s, Seoul Mayor Lee Myung-bak initiated a plan to dismantle the elevated
highway and uncover the Cheong Gye Cheon. The objectives of this plan were to
promote ecological integrity and address the highway's deterioration.
Principles of restoration
The river was to be restored as an 'urban stream in nature' with maximum flood capacity
and embankments that could withstand the worst possible flood that was expected to
occur every 200 years. Because it is an intermittent stream (normally dry), it requires
additional flow to maintain a certain depth of water throughout the year. The major
source of water of the restored stream was to be from the Han River. In the downstream
section, a swamp and habitats for fish and birds was planned to allow nature and the city
to co-exist. The area was to be planted with wild plants known to grow flourish along
watercourses, creating natural scenery.
Current state
The Cheong Gye Cheon restoration project was opened to the public in September of
2005 and praised as a major success in urban renewal and beautification. However, the
ecological consequences of its restoration remain highly controversial (Kim & Lim 2005).
Myungrae Cho, president of the Korea Space Research Institute and professor at the
Faculty of Social Science at Danguk University, criticized the project for its lack of
authenticity, its focus on display, and especially for its pretentious nature as an ecological
restoration (Myungrae Cho as cited in Kim & Lim 2005). He pointed out that many
options for a better restoration were neglected, including the restoration of the upper
stream, separation of rainwater, and the formation of an underflow area by recycling the
water. He attributed many of these shortcomings to the preference for civil engineering
methods and political reasons that had to do with finishing the project before the end of
the mayor's term. He also stressed that the external glamour of the Cheong Gye Cheon
would not only be expensive to construct, but also to maintain.
Figure 3.5. Dongdaemun gate before restoration
Source: www.metro.seoul.kr
Figure 3.6. Dongdaemun gate after restoration
Source: www.metro.seoul.kr
Figure 3.7. Cheong Gye Cheon opening weekend
Source: www. flickr.com/photos/bryanh/
Observations
These cases demonstrate that the level of damage done to a river, the scale of the
restoration project and the degree of community involvement in the process are all key
contributors to the possibility of success in river restoration.
In the River des Peres and Cheong Gye Cheon projects, the scale of the streams, the
degree of damage and the level of urbanization were prohibitive to a true restoration of
the natural processes of the stream. These projects had limited success in reconstructing
the natural feature with its attached cultural meanings. However, this limited success does
demonstrate the public's increasing appreciation for nature - and even a growing
understanding of the connections between nature, culture and recreation. These projects
also demonstrate that man-made infrastructure systems tend to depreciate, while natural
systems tend to appreciate, as the economy shifts from industrial to post-industrial.
The Strawberry Creek project was more successful in providing natural habitat,
maintaining a certain level of integrity of the watershed and creating public space. The
project owes its success to its very manageable scale and the availability of space to
reestablish a riparian zone for the exposed part of the creek. On the down side, the project
was also rather spontaneous and localized. Although the Strawberry Creek restoration
inspired the daylighting of sections of other creeks in the area, these projects are
relatively independent. This is a missed opportunity to plan and coordinate stream
restorations in the watershed on a larger scale.
Citizen involvement in the design and debates throughout the process is a feature of all
three cases. Publicly available, accessible information (via websites) put out by citizen
advocates or governmental agencies helped inform and educate about the projects. Public
involvement, support and education - fundamental elements of the 8th tool of watershed
protection, which is advocacy - are clearly essential for the success of urban stream
restoration projects.

Chapter 4
Case Study: The Los Angeles River
The history of the Los Angeles River is rather different from the transformation of nature
in older European or Asian cities as Los Angeles was developed from a pristine condition
very late in history, shortly before the industrial revolution, and in the land of abundant
automobiles. Besides, Los Angeles is an immigrant city. It began its urban development
boom after the Gold Rush. The newcomers who comprised the majority of the population
of Los Angeles at the time had no experience with the hydrology of the region.
Meanwhile, the people who knew the river well were not taken seriously because of their
Mexican roots (Orsi 2004). The river did not have a pre-established written or memorable
history before its transformation, and therefore it doesn't have an image in the
institutional memory of the Angelenos.
Orsi has argued that Los Angeles was built on a misleading myth of benign climate and
benevolent nature. Between the greater floods of 1884 and 1914, Los Angeles had a
period of relatively fewer floods and even some drought (between 1891 and 1914). This
exceptional period was mistaken as ordinary in terms of climatic behavior. This mistake,
coupled with far less than ideal politics, lead to troubled development and flood
protection schemes.
The urban history of the Los Angeles River
Pre-urbanization characteristics
Los Angeles is a semi-arid region. Gumprecht (1999) calls the braided-channel Los
Angeles River an "upside-down river" because most of its water flows underground.
Above ground, the streams are small and unable to handle sudden floods. The streams
* The materials for this part come mainly from Gumprecht's 1999 The Life, Death, and Possible
Rebirth of the Los Angeles River and Orsi's 2004 Hazardous Metropolis
therefore flow gently during dry or low rainfall periods, and flood wildly during heavy
rains. Only in locations where bedrock is very close to the surface does the water emerge
consistently. The river has changed its course many times, some changes more radical
than others, with the most radical an almost right-angle change in direction. It has three
distinct ecosystems:
* Riparian ecosystem with water-loving trees;
* Marshes and swamp lands, and
* Ecosystems of semi-arid areas.
Figure 4.1. San Gabriel Valley groundwater basin cross-section
Source: Orsi (2004)
Roles during Spanish settlement
Gumprecht attributes the present location of Los Angeles to the historical characteristics
of the Los Angeles River. In the early days of the Spanish Pueblo, settlers used the river
water for irrigation and domestic purposes via a system of zanjas (ditches). The river
water helped establish Los Angles as one of the richest agriculture regions in the nation.
Wine and oranges were particularly successful in this region. River water also helped
transform the physical environment and establish Los Angeles' reputation as a garden
paradise. During the later settlement period and the beginning of urbanization, Los
Angelinos still used surface water from the river for agriculture and domestic purposes,
and the zanjas and the river came to be used for waste and drainage as well.
Changing roles during urbanization
The Los Angeles River's significance to Los Angelinos was historically more economic
than aesthetic (Gumprecht 1999). Los Angelinos modified the flow and functions of the
river to meet their immediate needs and wants. The river surface flow became insufficient
to meet the need of the expanding city after the arrival of railroads. As farms turned into
subdivisions, the need for irrigation declined and the need for domestic water increased.
The city started to organize its water supply system, both the infrastructure system with
pipes and reservoirs, and institutional structures, as the water system came under public
control. Irregular flow in addition to high consumption and waste led to water shortage.
The city began to increasingly exploit subsurface water.
Instead of trying to conserve water when facing the threat of serious water shortage, Los
Angelinos insisted on wasteful water consumption, even to maintain a lustrous landscape
ill-suited for a semi-arid region. As a result, the city constructed a 233-mile aqueduct
from Owens Valley to Los Angeles to meet water demand at the turn of the 2 0 th century.
The practical Los Angelinos considered their Owens River Aqueduct the new Los
Angeles River, as the river was nothing more than a water source to them. After all, Los
Angeles River's supply of water contributed significantly to making Los Angeles the
most important city in Southern California (Gumprecht 1999).
Now that the river surface flow had become secondary and eventually insignificant as a
water source, the river could be abused in new ways. In 1892, engineers' plans for a
comprehensive sewage plant saved the river from becoming a sewer, but LA residents
nonetheless saw the economic benefits of using its route for sewerage. Various entities
used the river to dump waste, and although the river's insignificant and irregular flow
prohibited its use for power generation, transportation or industrial sewerage, its bed
nonetheless useful as a sand and gravel quarry. When industrial waste gravely polluted
the river's surface water, efforts were made to draw the water supply directly from
underground water, avoiding the cost of treating surface water. When treatment plants
were eventually built, and treated sewage was discharged directly into the river, it
actually helped increase the amount of flow year-round, and improve the quality of the
water. The Donald C. Tillman Water Reclamation Plant in Van Nuys currently provides a
third of the river's flow (Gumprecht 1999).
Recommendations to beautify the river were never taken seriously. When individuals or
organizations did put forward proposals to beautify the river, it was for economic, rather
than aesthetic, reasons: to improve the image of the city and hence attract more
investment, business, and tourists.
Flood risks and changing course
Flood risks were greatest in the coastal plain because the river had no banks to prevent
water from spreading over a wide area. In addition, the Los Angeles River shifted course
regularly, and to a very large degree in the coastal plain. During long periods of rainfall,
the ground became saturated and flooding was severe and damaging. Development on the
floodplain and on former channels of river and streams made the destruction even worse.
Yet residents disregarded the dangers of flood, fires, landslides, and earthquakes and
continued to build in ill-suited areas. Later, they demanded that the government bail them
out and protect them from future disasters. Development usually took place during drier
years. When the years of flood came, damages were grave.
Flood control programs
Flood control works in Los Angeles evolved over several periods. During earlier periods
when the city was still relatively small, flood controls were private and uncoordinated.
They were therefore inefficient. Floods in 1889 prompted regional and federal flood
control projects but attracted no interest later because of the dry cycle in early 1890s. The
1914 flood prompted much larger efforts to control flood through comprehensive local
flood control. Flood control projects in the late 1910s and early 1920s were structural and
mainly controlled flow upstream. These projects would straighten river channels,
construct large dams in the foothills to help regulate runoff from the mountains, and
check dams in mountain canyons to catch debris.
Figure 4.2. Los Angeles River Drainage Area
Source: Orsi (2004)
Flood control works in Los Angeles in the 2 0 th century are still not extensive enough to protect the city
completely from flood risk.
The first truly comprehensive plan for flood control in Los Angeles County was proposed
and adopted in 1931, featuring flood protections on stream channels, dams and flood
control basins to regulate runoff, new spreading ground, and debris basins in canyons
throughout the mountains. However, implementation of the plan was delayed due to lack
of funds. This delay, in addition to development in the foothills, resulted in catastrophic
flooding in 1934 in La Canada Valley. The flood prompted more interventions from
President Roosevelt and the Federal Government.
The Federal Government helped realize much of the construction work, and expanded the
flood control duties to the US Army Corps of Engineers with passage of the 1936 Flood
Control Act by Congress. Army Major Theodore Wyman designed and submitted in 1936
and 1938 a more comprehensive, three-pronged plan for flood control featuring debris
basins at the mouths of mountain canyons, large flood control basins on major rivers and
their tributary streams to regulate flow, and deeper, wider, levee and concrete lined
channels. The Los Angeles River had to be confined to a narrower channel than its
natural width in the floodplain due to existing development and high price of real estate
along its course. Meanwhile, zoning to restrict development in the floodplain was
obstructed by residents' inclination to develop.
The most damaging flood took place in 1938, when federal flood control work had barely
begun. This proved that flood control was necessary, and provided opportunities to
review and improve flood control work, which led to flood control projects in greater
scopes and scales using structural strategies. The Los Angeles County Drainage Area
Project was generated in 1941 and completed in 1970. More than half of the flood control
work was on tributary streams of the Los Angeles River.
Flood control projects significantly altered the river's characteristics and its course,
including where it starts and ends. The 1969 flood suggested that construction couldn't
keep up with development. It demonstrated the vicious cycle of positive feedback in
which flood control made new development possible, but also assured that the work
already done would never be adequate.
Protection efforts
By locals
Los Angelinos did not take the opportunity to reevaluate their flood control methods after
the flood control failures of the early 1930s. During the Depression, conservationists
proposed upstream flood control measures: fire prevention, reforestation, soil and water
conservation, and check-dam building (Orsi 2004). Others proposed hazard zoning to
limit development in the floodplains. These efforts were not pursued seriously in public
debates (Orsi 2004).
At this time, many areas could have been zoned to limit or prohibit development.
Development was known to aggravate flood threats, both by increasing impervious
surface causing augmented runoff and by placing people and property in unsafe locations.
The flood control that had been undertaken also contributed to a false sense of security,
spurring even more development and raising the risk. Los Angeles County did prohibit
development in a few areas through its zoning ordinance amendment of 1940, but this
was not systematic hazard zoning.
By outsiders
In 1910, Rochester, NY-based planner Charles Mulford Robinson put forward a plan to
improve Los Angeles. The removal of trash and the planting of trees along the Los
Angeles River banks were among his recommendations. His ideas were never seriously
considered or implemented (Gumprecht 1999).
In 1930, the Olmsted Brothers and Harland Bartholomew and Associates called for the
river to be made into a series of parkways (Gumprecht 1999). Their report, Parks,
Playgrounds and Beaches for the Los Angeles Region, proposed the regulation of land the
county owned as a way of meeting what they described as a parks and recreation crisis.
However, their plans went far beyond the simple need for parks and recreational facilities.
Infrastructure which the city was then lacking - such as reservations, roadways and
drainage channels - would be incorporated into parks. The planners were particularly
concerned about the need to address the drainage problem (Olmsted and Bartholomew as
reprinted in Hise & Deverell 2000 :14). They observed that:
"[Low] land must always be far less valuable for building purpose than other land.
But the lowlands may be just as good as other for providing spaciousness of open
scenery for parks and parkways; and it ought to be relatively cheap to acquire."
They proposed:
* Preserving large continuous mountain areas in natural condition for recreational
and economic values, as scenery and as partial source of water supply;
* Using regulation to limit development and then purchase and turn lowlands into
parkways (Olmsted and Bartholomew as reprinted in Hise & Deverell 2000 :15),
and
* Combining flood control with water conservation and recreation by building parks
along natural drainage lines (Olmsted and Bartholomew as reprinted in Hise &
Deverell 2000 :16).
They contended that combining parks and flood control works and/or water supply
infrastructure would yield high returns while costing much less than undertaking these
works in isolation. Regulating development would also prevent high-cost development in
areas such as the steep mountain slopes (Olmsted and Bartholomew as reprinted in Hise
& Deverell 2000:10, 16)
Unfortunately, for political and financial reasons, the proposal was not adopted. And later,
development in areas the report had earmarked for parkland coupled with the expanding
role of the Federal Government in flood control made adoption impossible. Despite the
proposal's merits, however, Gumprecht asserts that the Olmsted-Bartholomew
recommendations were not true flood control. He suggests that the plan's lack of
technical support explained why government engineers gave it so little attention.
Gumprecht also lamented Los Angelinos' lack of affection for the river: "[Even] before
the first extensive flood control projects were begun, it was rarely viewed as an asset or a
thing of beauty, as something to be saved. Rather, it was an occasional hazard that had to
be controlled."
Restoration efforts
Los Angeles County Flood Control District's 1969-1971 Biennial Report
In addition to the usual descriptions of weather conditions, technical matters and
accounting balances, the Los Angeles County Flood Control District's 1969-1971
Biennial Report introduced a new category to planning in the region: environmentalism.
This report, in its call for aesthetic improvement of the river and its surroundings,
represented a shift from a technocratic approach to a more holistic one (Orsi 2004).
However, environmentalism remained a low priority, especially when faced with
financial realities. Although reports in the period of 1969-1775 include several paragraph
sections on recreation, landscaping and environmental enhancement, the 1977-1979
report reduced the section to one sentence and eliminated the section in subsequent
reports.
Los Angeles River Task Force
In 1990, Mayor Tom Bradley established the Los Angeles River Task Force to "articulate
a vision for the future of the river" (Orsi 2004). The interdisciplinary nature of its
membership (including engineers, environmentalists, city planners, politicians, artists,
business leaders, recreation enthusiasts, and other concerned residents) represents a
paradigm shift in which the river system is seen as integral to the surrounding social and
natural landscape. The task force proposed a river master plan and a new governmental
agency to oversee the river improvements. The integration of many river uses (flood
control, natural ecosystem, riparian beauty, public use, etc), and the need to balance the
needs of many river users, are major challenges for the task force.
Friends of the Los Angeles River
Born in 1985 out of the collaboration of people from various disciplines, the Friends of
the Los Angeles River (FoLAR) received at first little notice from the public or the
authorities in charge of the river, the Los Angeles County Department of Public Work
and the Army Corps of Engineers. Since then, three apparent threats to the health of the
river have helped raise the group's profile and membership considerably (Gumprecht
1999; Gottlieb 2007):
* The Donald C. Tillman sewage treatment plant discharges directly into the river
near the soft bottom areas. Although this is not water from some mountain
streams in San Gabriel Mountains as it ideally should be, it actually provides year
round flow and regenerates vegetation and habitat along the river banks, thus
becoming a source for the transformed Los Angeles River. The regenerated
vegetation and habitats helps reinforce FoLAR's vision of a living, free-flowing
river and a working ecosystem.
* The controversial proposal by State Assemblyman Richard Katz in 1989 to use
the river as a truck route and automobile expressway. The organization's
opposition to Katz's proposal attracted a lot of attention from major news sources
such as the Los Angeles Times, the LA Weekly, the Wall Street Journal and the
Christian Science Monitor.
* The Army Corps' proposal to raise the channel walls in the downstream segment
of the river in 1987 in the Los Angeles River Master Plan for the Los Angeles
County Drainage Area (LACDA). FoLAR's fight against the plan helped bring
their vision for the river, and their alternative proposals for flood management and
community development, to the public's attention.
FoLAR has collaborated with other organizations and agencies to lobby the Government
to change policy, to inform the public about the river, and to seek the public's ideas about
restoring the river in harmony with community development. In October 1999, they
joined forces with the Urban and Environmental Policy Institute to host the 'Re-
Envisioning the Los Angeles River: A Program of Community and Ecological
Revitalization' program at Occidental College. Some outcomes of the series of forums,
events, projects and activities include (Gottlieb 2007):
* Indication not only of opportunities for change but also of the remaining barriers
in the culture and practices of engineering agencies;
* Indication that engineers might be ready to adopt change;
* Potential for broadening the appeal of river renewal and a place-based politics;
* Recognition of the disconnection between the reality of a concrete river, a
visioning process, and a non-nurturing political culture, and
* Recognition of a need to change the river's image from those presented in
Hollywood's movies.
FoLAR's signature project is the so-called 'Cornfield' or 'Chinatown Yard', an area
stretching from the old pueblo where the city was founded in 1781, to the Los Angeles
River. The project - a mix of river greening and urban justice - is the result of the
collaboration among Lewis MacAdams of FoLAR, landscape architect Arthur Golding,
community activist Chi Mui, and many other groups starting in 2000. The river advocates
successfully overcame Majestic Realty's warehouse and light-industrial development
plan for two-thirds of the site, and obtained the available undeveloped land along the
edge of the river for construction of a state park. They also worked out a deal for the state
to acquire an adjacent tract, Taylor Yard. Because of the successful acquisition of the two
sites, they began to consider the possibility of establishing connected parks along the
river, which would offered an opportunity to experiment with alternative strategies to re-
envision the river, and enhance the visibility of the river itself.
Instead of attempting the restoration of a wild river, FoLAR has attempted to balance the
need for flood control with other important facets of watershed management. Its goal is to
improve the existing artifice by creating a long-term vision for reinvention, not just
restoring the river and the watershed. Its starting point was to create a constituency for
that vision. This approach demonstrates an important practical understanding of nature in
the city and its connection with civil society.
Figure 4.3. The Cornfield State Park Proposal
Source: Garcia et al. (2004)
Conceptual design by architect Arthur Golding linking the Cornfield to
El Pueblo Historical Monument with tree-lined walkways.
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* Due to legal restrictions forbidding the Flood Control District to spend money publishing reports, which prevented the public from accessing reliable data
* Los Angeles County Flood Control District (LACFCD)
Lessons learned
The evolution, demise and possible revival of the Los Angeles River conveys some
important lessons:
1. The overexploitation of the river and its associated ecosystem in the process of
urbanization is the initial and ultimate cause of the degradation of the river. Flood
control work is a logical attempt to protect poorly sited development, which in
turn leads to the demise of the river.
2. The escalation of flood control work that disregards the relationship between land
and water provides positive feedback that triggers more development where it
should not be, which in turn triggers more flood control. In this vicious cycle,
relief from flood is temporary but damage to the river and its associated
ecosystem is irreversible.
3. If development reaches a certain threshold, flood control options become limited.
Development in the wrong places (i.e.: marsh land, hillsides, etc) has multiple
costs: the need for structural reinforcement, damages from increasing natural
disasters (i.e.: floods, landslides, etc) and opportunity cost for ecosystem services
(i.e.: open space, recreation, flood mitigation, etc). The missed opportunity to
develop open space and parkland according to the Olmsted-Bartholomew plan is a
vivid example of this.
4. Many past mistakes stemmed from the lack of understanding about, or lack of
willingness to act on, the dynamic relationship between land and water. The price
of these mistakes is very high. The city might not be able to afford similar
mistakes in the future, as the remaining functioning landscape is limited.
5. Due to the extensiveness of development, the scope for environmental restoration
in an urban landscape is limited. However, if a total restoration is not possible,
there are still ways to redeem the condition of the river.
6. Social memory and public image are decisive factors on the demise and
restoration of the river. Since it is the people who use or dismiss the river, their
collective will and action can influence the fate of the river. The power of
perception is reflected in the different ways of referring to the river. For example,
while chief deputy director of the LA County Public Works Department Jim
Noyes referred to the Los Angeles River as a "flood-control channel", FoLAR's
founder MacAdams insisted in calling it a "river"(Gumprecht 1999).
7. The effort to restore the river reflects changes in civil society:
* Shifting priorities from a focus on development, to flood control to protect
that development, to aesthetic concerns and recognition of the roles of
recreation and ecology.
* The availability of information that fosters a better understanding and
consequently, conservation of ecological values.
* Blurring oppositions between environmentalists and engineers. This reflects
an easing of tension in society's relationship with nature, which in turn
reflects an easing of tension between the state and civil society (Desfor & Keil
2004).
* Historically, the river was a contested resource. At the present time, the river
can be an opportunity for community-building, although this does not come
without struggle. The contest over and eventual success of the Chinatown
Yard project is an example of this.

Chapter 5
The Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River
An investigation of the NLTN River alone is not adequate to address the water-related
environmental issues in HCMC. The scale and scope of the challenges that the city faces
are beyond the scope and scale of this modest study of one watershed through the city
center. This study hopes to shed some light on how the city could improve its water
resources, even on this smaller scale.
The NLTN River is listed as one of the city's seven waterway/canal drainage systems,
and its basin is counted as one of the city's zones. In recent times, the river has rarely
been recognized as a river with all its natural services, but for most of its history has been
viewed as an open drainage system. Because surface supply water in HCMC comes from
upstream reservoirs of the Saigon - Dong Nai River, efforts to control water quality for
water resources extents mostly to the Saigon - Dong Nai River alone.
An urban history of the Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River
The NLTN River meanders through several districts of the present day Ho Chi Minh City,
bordering the historical area near its mouth on the east end, and then discharges to the
Saigon River. The narrower, upper reach is the Nhieu Loc Creek and the wider, lower
reach is the Thi Nghe River. Together, the streams form the Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River.
The river has never played an inspirational role for Vietnamese writers or artists. Its
modest depth and width meant it played little role in transportation, and unlike the Tau
Hu - Ben Nghe River, the historical natural border on the south side of the city, it did not
represent much urban architectural heritage. Very little or nothing was written about the
market-port-boat lifestyle and tradition on its waters. Historical photographs show
lustrous riparian environment and clear water. The river probably had only its natural
beauty and ecosystem services to recommend itself to Saigon's residents. Yet throughout
the history of Saigon - Ho Chi Minh City, it has more or less assumed the role of a utility,
whether civic or defense. The recent history of NLTN River is tainted by the sad images
of its slum-lined banks and its black, oily, foul-smelling water. It would be rather novel to
see and consider the stream for what it truly is: a river.
Figure 5.1. Location of NLTN River in the Saigon - Dong Nai River System
Source: IGES Freshwater Resources Management Project (2007)
Role during Vietnam expansion years
When Saigon became an official administration unit of Vietnam in 1698, the Thi Nghe
River was the natural northern boundary of the city. Besides some hamlets surrounding
the citadel, the city was rather undeveloped within the still-unexploited forests. Together
with the Saigon River to the east and the Ben Nghe River to the South, the Thi Nghe
River formed a natural defense feature for the new city. An earth rampart called Ban Bich
was constructed to the north-west of the city where there was no natural watercourse to
obstruct intruders. Throughout the initial years of Saigon and the civil war between the
Nguyen Lords and the Tay Son Dynasty from 1777 to 1788, Saigon and its border rivers
assumed a crucial military role for the Nguyen Lords.
Historical maps from this first period show no build-up on the upper reach or the north
shore of the river, although there might have been some rice paddies at these locations, as
indicated in later maps. According to Vuong (1960), there were few residents in the area
and natural resources were abundant. Villages, markets and hamlets were formed along
water and land transportation routes. The lower reaches of the Ben Nghe River, near the
Zoological and Botanical Gardens today, were probably small buildings and markets,
providing easy direct access for small boats, as still practiced widely today in the Mekong
Delta. Moreover, the fact that many residents in the Mekong Delta still use river water for
domestic uses suggests that Saigon residents of the time would have also used Thi Nghe
River water for this purpose. The Thi Nghe River was also a source for fisheries.
The Thi Nghe River thus served many roles in these early years: defense feature, water
source for agriculture and domestic uses, and fishery.
Changing roles during urbanization
During colonial times
When the French captured Saigon in 1859, there were few permanent buildings in the
city, and there was no infrastructure. The French therefore began to build a modern city.
The bordering rivers still played a role in defense as the French built shipyards and
warehouses for food and ammunitions along the banks of the Saigon River and the Thi
Nghe River for easy retreat in case of revolts. Thus, the military axis developed along the
Saigon River and the Thi Nghe River, which connected to central areas on higher
grounds near the old citadel. The commercial axis lay on the lower grounds by the Saigon
River. These two axes comprised the core of subsequent plans.
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Figure 5.2. Saigon 1867
Source: HCMC People's Committee
The Colonial Government was in charge of building the city's infrastructure, while the
market took care of real estate developments. Infrastructure, however, became less and
less important from 1887 as the Colonial Government became obsessive about the
architecture of grandeur. Decisions about water supply, sewer and trash disposal were to
wait while the city was adorned with magnificent monuments of classical and modem
architecture. The city had a combined sewer system to divert costs to property owners for
their own septic tanks. This was a decision that would have serious repercussions later, as
the city became much larger and denser.
Figure 5.3. Saigon 1902
Source: Whitefield (2005)
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In 1920, economic hardships caused the first wave of rural immigration to the city,
forming spontaneous urban areas which suffered from a terrible lack of hygiene and no
public services. The Thi Nghe River acted as a growth boundary to the north. According
to historical maps (Figure 5.4), there was no build-up on the north shore of the river. In
1923, architect Ernest H6brard became the head of the Saigon Planning Office. He made
infrastructure, especially train stations and ports, his first priority. But lack of funding
meant his plans were not carried out. Water supply and sewerage were still not
adequately addressed.
During war times (1945 - 1975)
The two Indochina Wars brought an unprecedented amount of immigration to Saigon,
forming many spontaneous urban areas. Neither the Colonial Government nor the South
Vietnam Government had appropriate solutions for the slums forming along the rivers
and canal networks in HCMC.
During the 1950s, the NLTN River water was still clean enough to be used for domestic
water supply. However, precarious housing encroachment on its banks made the river
narrow and polluted (VIR 2005).
The slums along the NLTN River were formed by war refugees in the second Indochina
War in the early 1960s. Unlike the first big wave of war refugees in 1954, which was
under governmental control, the second wave of war refugees to the city came under no
program and had no official support from the Government. Early immigrants took over
the land along the banks of the river, while later immigrants built houses overhanging the
water. The Southern Government did not issue any policy to prevent this development, in
effect offering official support, but the squatters' construction was nonetheless illegal
because it occupied public land and air space. The squatters therefore had no access to
public services. Most households discharged their domestic sewage directly into the
stream. Around the stakes that supported the overhanging houses floated clusters of water
morning-glory, which could have been the beginning of the first municipal wastewater-
based farming system of water morning-glory in Saigon (Costa-Pierce 2005).
The slums along the river caused silting and blockage in the river and reduced the scoring
effects of tidal flushes, overcharging the self-infiltrating capacity of the stream. As the
water became stagnant, it became black and foul smelling. Around the late 1960s and
early 1970s, the river came to be known as the 'Kinh Nuoc Den' in Vietnamese (meaning
'Black Water Canal') or 'Stinking Canal' in English. Whereas former literature referred
to the river as 'river', or 'creek', (Song or Rach Thi Nghe), it is now called 'canal' (kinh
or kenh), probably due to the degradation both of its physical condition and its public
image. During this time, the city expanded north and north-east beyond the traditional
natural growth boundary which is the Thi Nghe River.
In 1960, Architect Ngo Viet Thu designed a master plan for Saigon - Cho Lon, which
reflects much ambition and modem influence. This master plan was not realized due to
warfare and lack of funding. Before 1972, American experts and the Housing Office
developed five alternatives for long-term development of the city as a metropolis of ten
million in fifty years (Hin Hurong Mar 08, 2008). Because of the war, no official strategy
was chosen, and the city continued to grow dynamically to the north, west, north-west
and north-east to avoid swampy land to the south. City map 1965 (Figure 5.5) shows
build-up on both banks of the river.
During the second Indochina war, the Southern Government attempted to address the
unsanitary sewerage and storm drainage system in Saigon. However, warfare and a lack
of funding again prevented the investigation and implementation of a comprehensive
solution. While a completely new sewer system for most of Saigon was urgently
recommended in 1967 (Nixon 1967), a program in 1969 by the Joint Development Group
between the Postwar Planning Group in Saigon and the Development and Resources
Corporation in New York proposed that sewage treatment plants and other sophisticated
sewage systems be delayed until sufficient water supplies had been secured in principal
cities of the South (Joint Development Group 1969). Temporary measures to deal with
sanitation issues in the following ten years were recommended instead (Joint
Development Group 1969).
After the wars until 1986
Once the war was over, the city had lost many of its residents to political and forced
economic emigration. However, the slums survived, receiving new immigrants mostly
from the North. Immediately after the war, many parts of the infrastructure system were
vandalized, due in part to the new attitude against the 'evil capitalists'. The private assets
of those who fled the city from 1975 to the 1980s were transferred to public ownership.
During this transfer, these assets and those damaged during the war were not properly
restored, maintained or renovated.
The new Government inherited many problems from earlier times, and did not have the
institutional capability to manage the electric grid, healthcare, public transportation and
water supply and drainage. Despite the Government's aspiration for industrialization and
a prosperous economy, the city was doing badly economically, suffering from extreme
poverty, hunger, and a general lack of public services. Understandably, funding to
upgrade and maintain infrastructure was out of the question. Meanwhile, public
awareness regarding hygiene and environmental conservation was extremely low.
Inorganic and organic trash obstructed the flows of streams, causing overflowing onto
streets and sidewalks, blocking drain gates and leading to prolonged floods after medium
to heavy rains. From being 20 to 30m wide in the past, the river slowly developed into a
narrow ditch in many sections, so narrow that it was possible to jump from a structure on
one side to the other (VIR 2005).
Figure 5.5. NLTN River and surrounding area c. 1965
Source: Army Map Service (1965)
Figure 5.6. NLTN River and surrounding area c. 2003
Source: Google Earth
See "Table 5.2: Development of some specific wetland areas along the NLTN River" for the transformation
of numbered areas in maps.
Flood and health risks
Over the years, the Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River has deteriorated for several reasons: lack
of maintenance and repair for many years, the encroachment of slums, deposits of solid
wastes and debris, and sediment deposits. Therefore, during the dry season, tidal flushing
of the river is limited. The smell that it generates is equal to raw sewage, except for
rainfall events (CDM 2000). It also has organic contamination, which poses a public
health treat.
After heavy rains, river water, or rather a combination of sewage, rainwater and runoffs,
overflow onto streets, sidewalks, and ground floors of buildings if they are not raised
above street level. Usually, not all of the flood water is drained after the rain, leaving
pools of stagnant water that provide breeding grounds for mosquitoes and water borne
diseases.
In the mid 1980s, I attended a primary school on the upper reach of the Nhieu Loc - Thi
Nghe River. Flooding was not unusual, even after normal rains. Most houses in the area
had to raise their ground floors about two feet above street level. Since most people at
that time used bicycles or scooters, people also built very steep ramps to get to the houses,
which usually encroached on the street. It would take a long time for the water to recede.
Elementary school children would walk and play in the flood water, which could reach as
high as their knees.
The South is known for its benign weather, rich resources and lack of disastrous floods
like those experienced in the Red River Delta or the Central Coastal Delta. While the
city's rivers flood, the floods are not terribly damaging or directly death-inducing. Great
disasters require properly scaled solutions. Unfortunately, the Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe only
delivers 'nuisance floods' that the people can put up with, and has therefore attracted
little attention from many changing governments to resolve the problem. However, the
accumulation of damages to property and the threat to public health from frequent flood
events are far from trivial.
Since the economic reformation (Doi Moi) in 1986, Ho Chi Minh City has witnessed
tremendous economic development and attracted an unprecedented amount of
immigration, thanks in part to the lifting of travel restrictions from rural to urban areas.
The city had to deal with its overdue infrastructure issues to present a better image to the
world.
Flood control and urban upgrading projects
Initiatives to clear the slums along the NLTN River date back to early 1985 with a project
to clear and improve a small section of the river in the central area of the city. The project
came to a halt as the city encountered residents' objections to relocation.
However, the idea persisted and evolved into a more elaborate project. In 1993, the Ho
Chi Minh City Government began an urban beautification project at the NLTN River
with its own US $120 million budget (CDM 2000). The project included dredging the
river bed, the clearance of the slums and resettling of the community, and the
development of roads, culverts, masonry embankments, street lights, and landscape along
the banks of the river.
As the first phase of the project was perceived as an important success, the city was able
to borrow US $166 million from the World Bank to continue to the second phase. The
city was contracted to satisfy World Bank requirements including an environmental
impact assessment report (EIA) and an environmental management plan (EMP) to
mitigate environmental impacts. These documents, produced by consultants Camp
Dresser & McKee International Inc., are valuable additions that have helped improve and
protect the quality of the project.
While the first phase of the project tended towards urban beautification, the second phase
focused more on improving the general infrastructure of the NLTN basin by renovating
the sewer and drainage system. As mentioned above, the French constructed a combined
sewer and drainage system for Saigon to divert the cost of sewage filtration to individual
buildings. This put great emphasis on the proper installation and maintenance of septic
tanks in buildings. Unfortunately, many houses had no septic tank, and among those that
did, few were adequately maintained. As a result, untreated sewage was discharged
directly into the combined system. In the end, the city still needed to treat the sewage.
The second phase of the HCMC Environmental Sanitation Project in the NLTN Basin
aimed to ease flooding and prevent wastewater pollution of the river by separating
wastewater from storm drainage during dry weather, and diluting sewage overflows
during wet weather (Figure 5.7). During low flow periods, wastewater would drain into
combined storm overflow chambers, which would divert wastewater into an interceptor
sewer. Wastewater would then be screened, and discharged into the tidal reaches of the
Saigon River. During high flow periods, sewage overflows from the combined storm
overflow chambers would be discharged into the Saigon River via the NLTN River.
Ultimately, the city would build a biological wastewater treatment facility to treat the
sewage instead of just screening.
The environmental impact study on these developments was concerned mostly with its
effect on the Saigon River. The NLTN River was merely perceived as a conduit. In the
project appraisal document by World Bank, the sanitation project was rationalized using
cost-benefit analysis. Quantified project benefits only involved flood control and sewage
treatment. Ecological value was not mentioned. Furthermore, safeguard policies
involving natural habitat and cultural property were found inapplicable to the project. In
the CDM study and World Bank documents, the NLTN stream was mentioned as a flood
channel. A survey of 1000 beneficiary households found that stakeholders ranked flood
prevention first and environmental improvements third in their willingness to pay (The
World Bank 2001).
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Figure 5.7. Drainage schematic for the NLTN Basin
Source: CDM (2000)
In this schematic, the NLTN River is noted as "Canal".
Around this time, physical improvements and flood mitigation spurred a wave of
development on wetland which had remained untouched since 1965. These
improvements meant that the high cost of structural reinforcement for building
foundations, which for 35 years would have put construction costs above the land value,
was no longer a barrier to development. Structures built on weak soil where the average
depth to bedrock was about 40m or 130ft are experiencing instability such as sinking or
cracking. Traces of the wetland areas can still be seen today (Figure 5.9 and Figure 5.10).
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Transition of the Nhieu Loc stream from
culverted to open stream, 2008
Photo by Han Le.
Figure 5.12. NLTN River, Area 4 - Current
condition.
Recently constructed mixed-use building on previous
wetland area, 2008
Photo by Han Le.
Figure 5.1. NLTIN Kiver, Area 5 -
Current Condition.
Recently constructed community center and sports
facility on previous wetland area, 2008
Photo by Han Le.
Urban transportation projects
In an effort to resolve transportation issues in the city, several elevated highways, new
subways and other public transportation systems were proposed and approved. Elevated
highway No. 1 is planned meander along and above the newly uplifted NLTN River "like
a dragon" (Vu Xuan Hoa as cited in Mai Vong 2004). The project was rationalized as
minimizing land acquisition for new roads while not severely impacting the NLTN River
corridor landscape due to it being a narrower width than the corridor. In the first phase,
nearly 800 houses will be removed to build over 3km of road and resettlement housing.
The elevated highway is to be constructed at the same time as another subway line.
Several other subway routes will be under construction in the near future.
This top-down approach to the construction of a potential threat to the ongoing NLTN
project was not well-received. City residents, Vietnamese and foreign, as well as
concerned individuals, have expressed disappointment and frustration over the proposal
and approval of the No. I elevated highway. Many suspect bribery and corruption in the
decision to build the elevated highway along the intended route. Others are hopeful that
the prohibitive cost will in fact prevent the realization of the road.
The objection to the No. 1 elevated highway demonstrates the residents' appreciation of
the NLTN sanitation and urban upgrading project. Thanks to the improvement in physical
appearance, the river is deemed worthy of being saved from the elevated highway.
Table 5.1: The Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River over Time
1698- 1859 1859- 1945 1945- 1956 1956 -1975 1975- 1986 1986 forward
Formation French occupation 1st Indochina War: 2"d Indochina War: Central planning era Reformation period
renewal efforts Urban explosion and
forced urbanization
SPolitical, * Development as a * Expands to N & * Expands to N & * Slow growth * Expands to S & E
military, modem city W, higher density in NE; fills buffer * Unmanageable * Economic
commercial, * Initial, low the center zones between water resource and immigration
cultural center of investment * Population growth: Saigon - Cho Lon electricity grid * Slum clearance
o the South infrastructure political immigration * War refugees * Political and * Urban & infra-
* (Re)construction * Grand architecture * Insufficient infra- immigrate economic emigration structure upgrading
of citadel(s) * Beginning of structure upgrading * Slums along to other provinces * Speculation &
* Small slums after * Slum clearance streams and canals and abroad social stratification
S settlements around economic and public housing * Insufficient public * Economic * Expressways on
the city's fortress immigration * Built-up mostly on services/ amenities immigration from both sides of stream
* Little built-up on * Little built-up on S S bank and * Built-up on both the N * Dense built-up on
S bank and bank and downstream banks, expand both sides along
downstream downstream upstream whole stream length
* One of decisive * Defense feature in * Irrigation * Open sewer & * Open sewer & m Open storm drain
factors for choice the beginning * Natural drainage drainage drainage & combined sewer
8 of settlement * Irrigation route * Slum site * Slum site overflows
". location * Fisheries * Direct domestic * Urban aquaculture * Urban aquaculture U Potential urban
* Defense feature * Transportation water source site site amenities
S * Transportation * Direct domestic * Direct domestic * Garbage dumps
S* Agriculture & water source water source (non- * Direct domestic
004 domestic water potable) for urban water source (non-
source poor potable) for urban
* Fisheries poor (rarely)
* Significant for * Natural resource * Natural drainage * Hazard * Hazard * Historically &
defense * Natural growth route * Natural drainage * Natural drainage culturally significant
c * Natural resource boundary route route * Potential aesthetic
* Natural growth & recreational
S boundary values
o Worthy of
preserving from
elevated highway
1698 -1859 1859- 1945 1945 - 1956 1956- 1975 1975 - 1986 1986 forward
Formation French occupation 1st Indochina War: 2 nd Indochina War: Central planning era Reformation period
renewal efforts Urban explosion and
forced urbanization
* Per natural * Per natural a T due to * t due to increased * High due to
processes processes encroachment on impervious surfaces increased
Cstream banks and other effects of impervious surfaces
urbanization and other effects of
o * due to urbanization
o
encroachment on
stream banks
* Avoiding flood- * Avoiding flood- * Inaction * Dredging Inaction Dredging,
prone area prone area widening,
Construction of deepening,
drainage and sewer channelization &
system other structural
measures
:o Under municipal
o authority
m Foreign and
domestic funding
Source: adapted and modified from Fryer 1953; Mantienne et al. 2003; LU & Dovert 2004; Costa-Pierce 2005 •
Note: " = increased/ increasing I = decreased/ decreasing
I compile a similar chart to the Los Angeles River for the NLTN River for the purpose of comparison. However, due to limited written material on the NLTN
River, some information in the chart is from personal interviews and conjectures based on historical maps and images.
Observations
There are many reasons for the degradation of the NLTN River. One of them is the
failure of past and present governments to plan and construct an adequate sewerage and
drainage system, despite acknowledging the importance of the task. Like the French
Colonial Government, the current City Government makes spectacle architecture and the
appearance of modernism a higher priority than the infrastructure required for basic
quality of life in the city. Another reason is that like Los Angeles, HCMC is an immigrant
city. This, coupled with a lack of written accounts, results in a lack of institutional
memory about the NLTN River. Because the river has always assumed a more utilitarian
role, it does not evoke the strong emotion in the way that rivers like the Seine and the
Danube, which have been romanticized through art and culture, do. As a result, the public
is more or less complacent about the state of the river, so long as it does not affect them
negatively. These are fundamental issues that need to be dealt with if the city is to have a
functional and enjoyable river now and in the future.
The first phase of the project was conceived before the approval of the Master Plan for
the city. Therefore, many land use options that could incorporate the project more closely
with overall city land use were overlooked. During the early 1990s, low swampy land at
the upper reach of the river and a large section of land on the north side of the river at the
border between Go Vap District and Phu Nhuan District were still undeveloped (Table
5.2, Figure 5.5). However, they were not preserved as aquatic buffers or as public parks.
These parcels eventually developed into residential housing or other civic buildings. The
city missed the opportunity to connect the stream with the remainder of its floodplain,
and therefore missed an opportunity to restore and conserve some ecological services that
the river could provide. Instead, the river was perceived as a waste conduit. Efforts were
only extended to make it a prettier and more efficient storm drain.
Today, development has taken place over the headwater part of the river and all the pre-
phase-one-NLTN-project undeveloped marsh land (Table 5.2). With the high price of
land in HCMC, future efforts to acquire land to restore riparian environment or other
ecological functions will be piecemeal and much more difficult. The prime chance to
restore the ecological function of the river in a comprehensive way during the first phase
of the project was not realized. Ultimately, HCMC is entering a vicious cycle of
'increased flood control - increased development - increased transportation need' as
described in the case studies in chapters three and four.
The elevated highway is to be constructed in parallel with an extensive public
transportation network. It is questionable whether it will be necessary once it is built, as
the subway system will remove a large load from road traffic. Moreover, lessons from
cities such as Seoul, Boston, San Francisco, Seattle and many others prove that elevated
highways should be avoided, especially if the share between public and private
transportation can be managed properly. As demonstrated in the Cheong Gye Cheon case
study, the value of nature ultimately prevails over the value of an elevated highway. In
addition, failure to recognize the value of nature will result in an extremely high cost to
remove the road and restore the natural and cultural environment in the future.
Because people were relatively happy with the result of the sanitation and urban
upgrading project, for many years the ecological aspect of the river raised little concern.
However, the elevated highway project is attracting public attention to the aesthetic and
environmental aspects of the river once more. The elevated highway project will require
land clearance anyway, which offers the public an opportunity to coordinate their efforts
to campaign for the transformation of this area in the same way that public lobbying
brought about the transformation of Chinatown Yard in Los Angeles.
Table 5.2: Development of some specific wetland areas along the NLTN River
Areas are defined in Figure 5.5, Figure 5.6, and Figure 5.8
Area C. 1965 to c. 1995 Circa 2003 Master Plan 2020 Currently
1 * Protected (pre- * Developed * Residential and * Residential and
1975) wetland area residential and commercial commercial
commercial * Some areas of * Stream is
* Stream is open stream where culverted
culverted currently culverted
2 * Open stream * Transition from * Open stream * Transition from
culverted stream to culverted stream to
open stream open stream
3 * Riparian corridor * Developed * Narrow linear * Residential and
residential and parks commercial
commercial * Residential and m Very little
* Some remaining commercial undeveloped land
urban aquacultural
farms and wetland
4 * Moderate * Developed a Residential * Residential and
aquacultural farms residential and * Enlarged green commercial, low-
and wetland commercial space from linear rise and high-rise
* Some remaining park on the South * Very little
undeveloped land bank undeveloped land
5 * Large area of * Developed * Residential, * Residential,
wetland residential, commercial commercial, sports
commercial, sports * Moderate area facility and
facility and of green recreation
recreation space/parkland on * Very little open
the north bank space
6 * Nursery for the * Residential and * Residential and * Residential and
Botanical Gardens commercial commercial commercial -
* Some green space/ mostly mid-rise and
parkland high-rise
* Very little
undeveloped land

Chapter 6
Opportunities for the Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River
Analysis of current infrastructure projects
The Ho Chi Minh City Government's failure to acquire and preserve wetlands when they
were still available and the consequent focus on utilitarian rather than ecological
approaches to river restoration have undermined the potential of the NLTN River. The
first phase of the sanitation and urban upgrading project, which was sorely needed,
nonetheless proved shortsighted in that it increased land values and encouraged a
development boom with the potential to wreak even more destruction on the river's
natural systems. However, these developments have demonstrated that the people of Ho
Chi Minh City appreciate nature, imperfect as it may currently be, and the planned
elevated motorway has the potential to rally public support for river restoration.
The proposal for the new elevated highway is of questionable aesthetic and ecological
value. The emphasis on motor traffic infrastructure is outdated compared with
international best-practice and the vision of the road as "a dragon leaping in the air at
night" (Vu Xuan Hoa as cited in Mai Vong 2004) is difficult to reconcile with the reality
of modern, smog-prone highways. From a broader environmental and urban context, the
arguments against the proposal can be summarized as follows:
* Urban nature and the quality of life it produces, not urban highways, are the new
standard of progress on the global stage. Many cities around the world already
have or have considered dismantling their inner-city elevated highways. These
roadways, which were built primarily in the 1950s and 1960s, reflected the now
outdated belief that car-focused infrastructure was a primary route to local
economic prosperity and quality of life. Cities where inner-city highways have
been successfully torn down include Seoul, South Korea; New York, New York;
San Francisco, California; and Boston, Massachusetts. Cities that are considering
taking down elevated highways include Seattle, Washington; Toronto, Canada;
London, England; and Tokyo, Japan.
* The construction of the highway will cause irreversible damage to the river and its
associated amenities; there is no scope here for a genuine trade-off.
* Progressive cities are deploying alternative methods to solve their transportation
issues, such as public transportation, parking policy, car sharing, biking, and
congestion pricing. The No. I1 elevated highway can hardly be justified when the
city is also constructing a new subway system. The view that progress is
"graduat[ing] from motorcycles today to cars in the future" (Mukherjee 2007)
needs to be challenged and clearly understood in all of its implications, not least
the environmental ones.
* The city needs to study the long-term cost of the elevated highway, including its
externalities for both use and non-use value. This is a specific area where
ecological economics is especially applicable. The evaluation of the elevated
highway should include, but is not limited to:
o Benefits of the highway during its life. The elevated highway is proposed
to have a life of 100 years. The average age of some of the elevated
highways that have been taken down was around 30 years (elevated
highways were typically built in the 1950s and 1960s, as mentioned, and
taken down in the late 1990s or early 2000s);
o Cost of construction, maintenance and cost of dissemblance when it
expires;
o Cost of land acquisition to build part of the highway;
o Irreversible damage to the river due to structural support for the elevated
highway, increased impervious areas, etc;
o Loss of newly built amenities: the space underneath a highway is not the
best place to congregate, or to enjoy a quiet moment by the river, or to
enjoy some fresh air;
o Pollution: air, water, and noise;
o Reduced local land value and quality of life due to pollution and spatial
separation and discontinuation, and
o Loss of momentum for urban development along the river corridor.
Lessons and recommendations
Many lessons can be learned from the case studies about the conditions that contribute to
successful river restoration (see Table 6.1). HCMC could benefit from replicating some
of these conditions to ensure success in restoring and preserving the NLTN River, as I
explore in further detail below.
1. Objectives
* The preservation and restoration of the river's ecological functions should be a long-
term goal for the city. As it currently stands, the city and involved international
agencies neglect the ecological aspects of the river.
* About 40,000 people were displaced when the city removed slums from the river
banks (Wust et al. 2002). With the spatial displacement, former slum dwellers also
lost their informal social networks which could act as an employment resource and
safety net. Since many members of the dislocated community have the choice to
relocate to state or private housing near the area from which they were evacuated, the
river restoration and rehabilitation programs can be venues to reconnect communities
or foster new ones.
2. Physical design
* Variation in experiences along a river course is one of the common characteristics in
the case studies. A changing experience can help users feel engaged with the site.
Currently, the design of the linear park along the riverbanks is homogeneous and
monotonous. Improvements can be made by noticeably varying the width of the
buffer along the banks, and designating different uses for different parts of the linear
park (see Figure 6.2 to Figure 6.7).
Table 6.1: Lessons and applicability from case studies
Condition for success Case Application for the
studies NLTN River
Objectives/ Outcomes
* Preservation and restoration of the stream's ecological functions 1, 2, 3, 4 No - desired
* Creation of public space and amenities 1, 2, 3, 4 Yes
* Creation of recreational space 1, 2, 3, 4 Yes
* Creation of economic opportunities 1, 2, 3, 4 Yes
* Community building 1, 2, 3, 4 No - desired
Physical design:
* Space availability/ability to acquire space 1, 2, 3, 4 Some
* Continuation desired but not prerequisite 1,4 Some
* Long-term vision for design plan in addition to short-term
incremental improvements 1,4 No - desired
* Additional water treatment facilities in place, therefore reducing
water pollution in the stream 1, 2, 3, 4 Some
Education:
* Easily accessible information about the history, ecological
functions and plan for the stream 1, 2, 3, 4 No - desired
* Transformation in the public perception of the river 1, 2, 3, 4 No - desired
* Availability of experts 1, 2, 3, 4 Some
* Familiarity with contemporary practices 1, 2, 3, 4 No - desired
Policy:
* River restoration and preservation is made a priority 1, 2, 4 No - desired
* Capability to form advocacy groups 1, 2, 4 Yes
Leadership:
* A leader with convincing and appealing visions 1, 2, 3, 4 No - desired
* A committed leading organization 1, 2, 3, 4 No - desired
Community initiation:
* Proactive community advocacy for the preservation and
restoration of the river 1, 2, 4 No - desired
* Making the process a community building opportunity 1, 2, 4 No - desired
Funding:
* Local 1, 2, 3, 4 Yes
* National N/A Yes
* Foreign N/A Yes
Chances:
* A potential threat that requires urgent action 3, 4 Yes
Note: Case 1: Strawberry Creek
Case 2: River des Peres
Case 3: Cheong Gye Cheon
Case 4: Los Angeles River
* Hardscape should be reduced and bio-engineering utilized except in areas where
specific uses call for hardscape. Bioengineering using native plants and other
materials can stabilize the river banks in a similar fashion to hardscaping, and offers
the opportunity to restore riparian vegetation and is more aesthetically appealing.
* Some embankment should be removed and the river riparian zone should be
rehabilitated wherever possible. The Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe watershed is a non-
restorable watershed that has over 50% of its area covered by impervious surface.
While a thorough restoration is not possible, removing some embankment allows
vegetation to repopulate where possible, thus fostering a stronger visual connection
between land and water.
* The restoration of riparian zone should be incorporated with an overall park design
along the river course.
* Incremental improvements to the current design, such as linking the river with the
linear parks by using bioengineering for bank stabilization and planting local
vegetation, should be implemented. However, a long-term vision for the future of the
river and its associated green space is also needed. This vision should not be imposed
top-down but should be drawn from local communities.
* Public amenities should be provided along the greenway/parkway and safety ensured
for visitors. Currently, trash dumping and the use of the linear park as public
restrooms after dark are popular. To ensure safety and cleanliness along the river,
public amenities such as lighting, trash cans, benches and public restrooms are
absolutely necessary.
3. Education
* The city needs to study and establish a comprehensive database of its water resources.
As it currently stands, water resources in HCMC are still understood separately in
terms of surface water and ground water, supply water and drainage system. I was not
able to find documentation about the relationship between ground water and surface
water, location of aquifers or the mechanism of aquifer recharge. If such
documentation exists, it should be available and easily accessible to the public.
* Information about future plans for the river and about its history and ecological
functions should be available and easily accessible. This will help the public to better
understand the river and the plan's implications, hence transforming the public
perception of the river. Information should be accessible via the city's and districts'
websites, as well as signage along the river course, and extra curriculum activities for
children.
* One of the explanations for the city's reliance on structural measures to resolve flood
and traffic problems is that engineers and designers in Vietnam are not familiar with
contemporary sustainable practice. Formal training of landscape architects, which is
lacking in main architecture schools in Vietnam, could help accelerate the process of
technological transfer. In addition, engineers, who are mostly responsible for these
infrastructure projects, should be familiar with alternative approaches to river
management.
* As a center for innovation and leading technology and strategies, local universities
should extend their information resources in the education and planning process to
local communities.
4. Policy and governance
* The United States Clean Water Act of 1972 and Water Quality Act of 1987 have
contributed greatly to the river restoration and preservation movement in the United
States. In Vietnam, there is currently no explicit policy on the protection of urban
rivers. Although serious questions remain about the possibility of compliance, an
explicit policy demonstrates the Government's commitment to the protection of one
of the country's vital resources: urban rivers.
* Better coordination between departments in the planning process would help avoid
the collision between projects such as the beautification project and the elevated
highway project.
* The city is heading in the right direction in renovating and adding infrastructure to
service the city. However, all infrastructure systems need to be understood as
interconnected and co-dependent.
5. Leadership
In all case studies, restoration projects began with a convincing and appealing vision.
Competent and committed organizations ensured the pursuit of the projects to the end.
The rise of such leadership in the context of the NLTN River, though it carries an
element of chance, is not improbable given the immediate threat posed by the elevated
highway. But as the case studies show, individual leadership, while welcome, is not
absolutely necessary for successful river restoration and river rehabilitation. Institutional
leadership, however, is. Potential leading institutions are:
* A new organization dedicated to river restoration and community building, which
would now be possible as Vietnam has recently allowed the establishment of Non
Governmental Organizations;
* An existing organization active in mobilizing volunteers for social welfare and
building programs, such as the Vietnam Youth Federation or the Vietnam Women's
Union; or
* A partnership between local communities and a Community Design Program at a
major University such as the University of Architecture in Ho Chi Minh City.
6. Community initiation
Many papers on river restoration discuss community participation. This is necessary but
might not be enough. In the Los Angeles River case, FoLAR and the community drove
the project, rather than waiting passively to be asked. At the moment, community
participation in planning projects in Ho Chi Minh City is seen as a novelty. However, the
passive-aggressive protest of communities in district 3, near area 4, against the local
Government's efforts to acquire residential land to build commercial and apartment
buildings has the potential to develop into more active demands and participation in
subsequent planning endeavors.
A greenway to downtown
Although the value of ecosystem services is officially recognized by the Vietnamese
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment (Duong et al. 2006), there is a large
disparity between this acknowledgment and the reality of urban river management. The
Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River can be a test site for sustainable urban river management.
As the quality of life in cities is no longer measured in superhighways but the level of
sustainability, HCMC can use the NLTN River to leverage its image as a livable city.
HCMC is facing several serious issues that reduce the quality of life for its residents: air
and noise pollution, traffic jams, the urban heat-island effect and a severe lack of park
space. A combination of transportation solutions promoting public transit and a sensible
park and waterfront design can help mitigate these problems. Instead of harboring slums
or a roaring highway that divides the cityscape, the NLTN River and its associated parks
could be a greenway from the former outskirts of Tan Binh District to downtown. Three
immediately realizable acts would be a start in achieving this goal:
1. Remove the highway proposal.
In light of the upcoming transit system and the questionable cost-benefit balance of
the elevated highway proposal, the elevated highway proposal is becoming obsolete
even before it is realized.
2. Improve the waterfront by applying the above physical design proposals.
The city needs to repair most of the riverfront after installing the Combined Sewer
Overflow System in phase two of the Environmental Sanitation Project. This will be a
good opportunity to modify the physical design of the sections affected by
construction in phase two.
3. Educate the public, strengthening the sense of ownership and engagement.
It is difficult if not impossible to find traces of the original natural systems and
historical references along the river or in literature. Therefore, ecological
interpretation and education is essential in engaging the public in the process of
restoring and protecting the river. Information about the river's natural resources and
cultural history should be made available to the public via print material and the
Internet, and incorporated into public art and interpretive signs.
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Figure 6.1. Existing open space along the NLTN River
AFigure 6.2. Proposed buff rs/par androadways
Figure 6.2. Proposed buffers/parks and roadways
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Figure 6.3. Typical cross section of the linear park and riverside street.
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Figure 6.4. Cross section of proposed park at Area A.
* Removed masonry embankment
* Bank stabilization using bioengineering
* Widened buffer, continuous vegetation growth to water edge
* Easy access to water body
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Figure 6.5. Cross section of proposed river promenade at Area B.
* Walking path moved closer to water edge
* Added buffer between walking path and vehicular traffic
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Figure 6.6. Cross section of proposed activity park at Area C.
* Removed masonry embankment
* Bank stabilization using bioengineering
* Widened buffer, continuous vegetation growth to water edge
* Easy access to water body
* Large open space for sports and recreational activities
Figure 6.7. Cross section of proposed garden walk at Area D.
* Removed masonry embankment
* Bank stabilization using bioengineering
* Widened buffer, continuous vegetation growth to water edge
* Easy access to water body
* Connection with private backyards and community gardens
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Conclusion
Nature in the city is a natural landscape embedded in a cultural landscape. Thus, a
functional and successful urban stream has to embody and manifest both the natural
processes and the cultural elements of the stream's natural features. Those natural
processes include hydrological and biological functions. Cultural elements include
history, public space, educational and recreational value, economic value, and tourism.
Looking at the history of the streams in the four case studies, waterways are usually
compromised, engineered and damaged the most during periods of rapid urbanization to
accommodate the needs of the growing city. Lack of time and resources lead to myopic
solutions that yield little consideration for the whole system. In many cities that have
gone through the process of industrialization without proper respect for their rivers, the
cost to restore the river is immense, if restoration is possible at all. While man-made
infrastructure tends to be temporary and to reflect contemporary technology, natural
systems have developed over millennia. Thoughtless alteration of these systems, with
short-term goals in mind, has disastrous consequences both for the river and the people
who have come to rely on it.
The Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe River is not the principal river of Ho Chi Minh City.
Nonetheless, it is an indispensable part of the water network, and has played important
roles in the formation and development of the city. As the economic situation in HCMC
improves, the value of the NLTN River's natural services and its cultural and historical
significance will increase too. However, rapid development that does irreversible damage
to the city's natural systems will quickly devalue the river again. It can be concluded that
protecting the NLTN River from further damage, maintaining the positive results of the
recent sanitation and urban upgrading projects, and finding ways to improve the river's
ecological functions are sensible and desirable.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
CDM Camp Dresser & McKee International Inc.
EIA Environmental Impact Assessment
EMP Environmental Management Plan
FoLAR Friends of the Los Angeles River
HCMC Ho Chi Minh City
IGES Institute for Global Environmental Strategies
LACDA Los Angeles County Drainage Area
LACFCD Los Angeles County Flood Control District
NLTN Nhieu Loc - Thi Nghe
NRC National Research Council (US)
SUSE Symposium on Urbanization and Stream Ecology
WPLP West Philadelphia Landscape Project
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